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JURISDICTION OF THE APPELLATE COURT 
The Utah Supreme Court has jurisdiction under Utah Code 
Ann, § 78-2-2(3)(j) (1953), as amended. 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES FOR REVIEW 
The Department of Financial Institutions of Utah and 
Commissioner Elaine B. Weis, Defendants/Appellees ("State 
defendants"), accept the statement of issues prepared by Kent L. 
Brown and Larry R. Hendricks, Plaintiff/Appellants' 
("shareholders"), with the following modification. 
The Shareholders' description of the basis for the 
District Court's decision is incomplete. The first issue states 
the District Court dismissed claims for breach of contract "on the 
ground that said claims merely stated claims for tortious or other 
conduct . . . " barred by § 63-30-5. Appellants' Brief at 1. But 
the District Court gave additional reasons. The District Court 
ruled that the only contractual obligation of the Department of 
Financial Institutions (hereinafter the "Department") was under 
Section 3 of the contract entitled "Department's Obligation." That 
obligation was to "order stock of Western Heritage transferred to" 
the shareholders. Memorandum Decision and Order at J 6, R. at 561-
562, Exhibit 1 in Appendix to this Brief; Agreement at section 3, 
R. at 685, Exhibit 2 in Appendix. This was undisputedly done. 
Verified Complaint J 36, R. at 14. The Court went on to rule that 
alleged omissions and misrepresentations, whether or not in the 
contract, are tort claims as opposed to contract obligations. 
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Memorandum Decision at J 7, R. at 562, Exhibit 1 in Appendix. 
In addition to finding the State defendants immune from 
claims of misrepresentation, the court found it undisputed that the 
shareholders did not rely, but performed their own "due diligence" 
investigation and prepared their own financial analysis, as alleged 
in their complaint.1 Verified Complaint at J 20, R. at 5-8; 
Memorandum Decision at J 4, R. at 561, Exhibit 1 in Appendix; 
Financial documents prepared by Brown and Hendricks, R. at 436-441; 
Exhibit 3 in Appendix. Not only did they allege it in the 
complaint, but the shareholders represented in writing that they 
had "not been restricted in any significant way from examining and 
auditing the thrift" and were "reasonably satisfied with the 
overall accuracy and completeness of the information . " 
Agreement at section 4, R. at 685-86, Exhibit 2 in Appendix; 
Memorandum Decision at J 4, R. at 561, Exhibit 1 in Appendix. 
Also, the shareholders were adequately qualified to 
perform a due diligence investigation. Mr. Hendricks is a CPA and 
Mr. Brown is past owner of Cate Equipment Company where he dealt 
1Hendricks and Brown relied on the work prepared by western 
Heritage's outside accountants, Main Hurdman. For some unknown 
reason they did not sue Main Hurdman. They also relied on the 
representations of James Munsee, Western Heritage's director, and 
Roy Moore, Western Heritage's director and legal counsel. Munsee 
filed bankruptcy and could not be sued in this case, and Brown and 
Hendricks settled with Roy Moore on undisclosed terms. 
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with bank loans and equipment leases.2 Motion for Summary 
Judgment, Undisputed Facts 1 and 2, R. at 249; Memorandum Decision 
at 5 4, R. at 561, Exhibit 1 in Appendix. 
Not only were the shareholders sophisticated and 
informed, but they were told in writing at the closing by counsel 
for the Industrial Loan Guarantee Corporation ("ILGC") that there 
was "no guarantee there were or would in the future be sufficient 
assets to enable the ILGC to perform" its obligations.3 Letter 
from Philip Pugsley to Larry Hendricks, R. at 707, copy attached to 
the ILGC Agreement which is Exhibit 4 in Appendix; Memorandum 
Decision J 5, R. at 561, Exhibit 1 in Appendix. 
Further, the shareholders invited State defendant's 
intervention. After the shareholders took possession of Western 
Heritage and ran it for about seventeen months, they undisputedly 
"decided they could no longer in good faith accept deposits and 
requested permission" from the Department to "cease taking 
zKent Brown wanted to buy Western to have ready financing for 
his leases, and Mr. Brown did use the assets of Western to fund 
leases. 
3
 The shareholders argued before the District Court that the 
"earliest" they received the letter from ILGC counsel was the 
closing. R. at 541. On the other hand, the agreement between the 
shareholders and the ILGC says it was delivered at the closing, the 
date on the letter (December 20, 1984) is six days before the 
closing, and the letter is attached to the ILGC Agreement in the 
record. R. at 696, 707, Exhibit 4 in Appendix. But assume 
arguendo that it was delivered after the closing. The shareholders 
still are not in an equitable position to raise their only 
objection seven years later. 
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deposits-lf4 Again, this fact was alleged in the verified 
complaint. Verified Complaint at J 45, R. at 16; Memorandum 
Decision I 8, R. at 562, Exhibit 1 in Appendix. 
There is a another basis which relates to both the 
contractual claims and the constitutional claims. The Commissioner 
performed "essential governmental functions" and "followed 
statutory guidelines." The District Court authorized the 
Commissioner to appoint a liquidator. Order Granting Possession, 
R. at 714-16, Exhibit A in Appendix. And at the time of 
liquidation, the District Court found after hearing the 
Commissioner's testimony that she had not acted "contrary to law."5 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order approving Plan of 
Liquidation at 2-3, 9 (Conclusion of Law 2), R. at 495-504, Exhibit 
5 in Appendix; Determinative Statutes re: regulation of financial 
institutions, Exhibit 6 in Appendix. 
Finally, the shareholders did not comply with statutory 
guidelines. Utah Code Ann. § 7-2-3(1) (Supp. 1986) provides that 
any person considering itself aggrieved by the taking of possession 
4Not only did the shareholders request assistance, but after 
the State defendants took possession Larry Hendricks agreed with 
the State defendants to stay on and manage Western. 
5
 The shareholders argue that the State Defendants stipulated 
that they would not raise the Court's finding that the commissioner 
complied with the law as a bar to future claims. This is true 
according to the Court's written Findings and Order, although the 
parties have no background information regarding this stipulation. 
R. at 496-497. However, if the Court's prior order is not a bar, 
it is certainly persuasive. 
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of a financial institution must apply to the Court to enjoin 
further actions of the Commissioner within ten (10) days of the 
Commissioner's taking possession. Larry Hendricks, as President of 
Western, was personally served with notice of the State defendants' 
petition to take possession of Western, and the notice clearly 
stated objections had to be filed within ten (10) days. Notice of 
Filing Petition and Need to File Objection Within Ten (10) Days, R. 
at 491-492, Exhibit 7 in Appendix. No notice was filed within ten 
(10) days. R. at 560-561. 
All of these facts combine together to form the basis for 
the District Court's dismissal of the "breach of contract" claims. 
Thus, the shareholders' statement of issues partially, but not 
fully, described the reasons stated in the District Court's 
Memorandum Decision and Order. 
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES 
See Exhibit 6 in Appendix for text of determinative 
statutes. 
STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 
The shareholders list 39 material facts. Most of them 
are irrelevant (for example those dealing with misrepresentations) . 
Some of them are speculative (for example, 36 and 38) and some are 
conclusions of law (for example, 14 and 17) . Many are inaccurate, 
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and the State defendants do not stipulate to them.6 But even if 
inaccuracies include the following: (1) in fact 3, Elaine 
Weis did not meet and negotiate with the shareholders. The 
shareholders negotiated mainly with Munsee and Moore and later 
talked to Ed Leary and others at DFI: (2) in fact 8e, the ILGC was 
not an "arm of the state", and the shareholders at least had 
constructive notice that the ILGC was not, because it was created 
as a private corporation by statute. (3) in fact 8f, the State did 
not promise unlimited forbearance while the shareholders worked out 
Western's financial difficulties. The State defendants were 
worried that Kent Brown would abuse Western and finance poorly 
underwritten leases in which he had a personal interest; (4) in 
fact 9, the State defendants did not guarantee Western's financial 
statements, the financial statements were prepared and attested to 
by Western's outside auditors, Main Hurdman; (5) in fact 10, the 
shareholders did not purchase Western 
"from the state." At that point the commissioner had not taken 
possession and could not convey the institution. This was a 
supervisory acquisition, and the contract with the state was not a 
sales contract but an agreement that the State defendants would 
order prior shareholders to convey stock to Brown and Hendricks; 
(6) in fact 16a, Western was a member of the ILGC and the 
shareholders were privy to information regarding its financial 
condition. The ILGC was solvent when the shareholders purchased 
Western, and the ILGC was expected to get $4 million cash from the 
sale of real property in early 1985. After the ILGC failed, 
Western had no insurance and could not qualify for FDIC insurance. 
This is a risk the shareholders assumed when they purchased stock; 
(7) in fact 16g, the State defendants insisted that all Utah 
Industrial Loan Companies apply for FDIC insurance in 1985 after 
private deposit insurance funds in Ohio and Maryland failed. Some 
like Zions and First Security had no problem, but others did not 
succeed because of their financial condition, or they did not want 
to convert to FDIC insurance because they did not want federal 
regulation; (8) in facts 16j,k,and 1, the State defendants did not 
know that the FDIC would not accept net worth certificates until 
late 1985 or early 1986. The State defendants could not make an 
exception for Western. Some institutions could qualify for FDIC 
insurance and some could not. The FDIC found Western's management 
unacceptable, among other things. Thus, even if Western had 
qualified for FDIC insurance, the FDIC would have required Brown 
and Hendricks be removed from management; (9) in fact 19, the State 
defendants were as surprised by the 1985 Main Hurdman audit as were 
the shareholders; (11) in fact 24, the State defendants not only 
consulted with the governor, but the governor's advisory panel 
consisting of depositors and community leaders heard all proposals 
and found that there was no alternative to liquidation. In 
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facts supported by the verified complaint and affidavit are deemed 
to be true, the State defendants are entitled to summary judgment. 
Also, the shareholders did not dispute any of the State 
defendants' material facts at the District Court level, and they 
must also be deemed true. State Defendants' Reply Memorandum, R. 
at 470-472. Defendants rely on these facts which are set forth 
below with minor changes. Paragraphs 16, 17, 18, 20 and 21 have 
been added. Paragraphs 17, 18, 20 and 21 describe documents filed 
in court. Paragraph 16 describes service upon Larry Hendricks of 
the notice of need to file objections within 10 days. 
1. Plaintiff Kent L. Brown is a resident of Nevada. He 
is the past owner of Cate Equipment Company where he dealt with 
loans and equipment leases, and is experienced in other businesses. 
Motion for Summary Judgment, Undisputed Fact 1, R. at 249. 
2. Plaintiff Larry R. Hendricks is a Certified Public 
addition, the State defendants were advised at all times by the 
Attorney General's office. The State defendants were obligated to 
follow the advice of the Attorney General. The possession actions 
were filed by the Attorney General, and the Attorney General 
handled all legal proceedings involving Western and other 
industrial loan companies; (11) in fact 31, the order prohibiting 
Western from making payments was an executive order of the 
Governor, not the State defendants; (12) in fact 32, Elaine Weis 
did not meet with Crossland Mortgage. She met with Crossland 
Savings in 1986 when it purchased Western Savings. Perhaps the 
similarity in name between Western Heritage and Western Savings 
created some confusion; (13) in fact 33-39, Hendricks entered into 
an agency agreement with the State defendants to function as 
managing agent for Western after the State took possession in 1986. 
In liquidation, shareholders have no right to compensation. 
Shareholders receive a residual of any collections after creditors 
are paid in order of priority. 
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Accountant. Motion for Summary Judgment, Undisputed Fact 2, R. at 
249. 
3. Hendricks and Brown learned from James Munsee that 
Western was for sale in November 1984. Verified Complaint, 5 12, R. 
at 4. 
4. Hendricks and Brown were given access to financial 
records relating to Western. Hendricks and Brown met with James 
Munsee and Roy Moore and other principals of Western to discuss its 
business. They knew Western was not a going concern because its 
capital was depleted, and they knew it would take an infusion of 
substantial capital to put it in sound condition. Verified 
Complaint, J 13, R. at 5. 
5. Hendricks and Brown also met with Main Hurdman, 
Westerns outside auditors, in Main Hurdman's office to prepare 
financial projections. Main Hurdman performed an audit of Western, 
dated June 30, 1984, and Main Hurdman made available to Hendricks 
and Brown all of its employees, computer, and software for the 
purpose of constructing the projections. Verified Complaint, If 
14, 15, 16, R. at 5-6. 
6. Plaintiffs performed a "due diligence11 
investigation. After reviewing Western's records, including the 
Income and Loss Statement for November 1984, and revising their 
projections, Hendricks and Brown made an offer to purchase. 
Verified Complaint, JJ 23-25, R. at 8-9. 
7. Because Western was a "failing depository 
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institution" as defined by Utah law, the Commissioner was empowered 
to require Western to enter an agreement to transfer its control. 
Motion for Summary Judgment, Undisputed Fact 8, R. at 250. 
8. On December 26, 1984, Hendricks and Brown entered 
into an agreement with the Department. Motion for Summary Judgment, 
Undisputed Fact 9, R. at 250. 
9. Section 3 of the Agreement entitled "Department's 
Obligation" says that the Department shall be obligated to require 
all stock of Western to be immediately conveyed to Hendricks and 
Brown. Motion for Summary Judgment, Undisputed Fact 10, R. 250; 
Agreement, Exhibit 2 in Appendix. 
10. The Agreement states that Western was a "failing 
depository institution" as defined in § 7-19-9-1(1); that the 
purchase offered "the best prospects" for continuing Western's 
business; and that Western violated state law by conducting its 
business in an unsafe manner. Motion for Summary Judgment, 
Undisputed Fact 11, R. at 251; Agreement, Exhibit 2 in Appendix. 
11. Hendricks and Brown represented in J 4.1 of the 
Agreement "that they have not been restricted in any significant 
way from examining and auditing" [Western] "and/or the Department's 
records concerning the same, and they are reasonably satisfied with 
the overall accuracy and completeness" of the information contained 
in the Balance Sheet and Income Statement of Western prepared by 
it's comptroller, Stephen Gundersen. Financial Statements attached 
to Agreement with signature of Stephen Gundersen, R. at 433; 
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Agreement, Exhibit 2 in Appendix. 
12. On the same day, Hendricks and Brown entered into an 
agreement with the ILGC. Hendricks and Brown agreed to infuse 
money into Western and in return the ILGC promised to purchase 
certificates issued by Western to increase Western's net worth. 
Motion for Summary Judgment, Undisputed Fact 13, R. at 251-252; 
ILGC Agreement, Exhibit 3 in Appendix. 
13. On December 26, 1984, Elaine Weis, as Commissioner 
of the Department of Financial Institutions, entered an order 
requiring all stock of Western to be conveyed to Hendricks and 
Brown. Motion for Summary Judgment, Undisputed Fact 15, R. at 252; 
Findings, Conclusion and Order, Exhibit 8 in Appendix. 
14. Hendricks and Brown ran Western for approximately 
seventeen months, through May of 1986. In May they concluded they 
could no longer in good faith accept further deposits and decided 
to seek Department's approval to cease taking deposits. Verified 
Complaint, f 45, R. at 16. 
15. On September 22, 1986, Elaine B. Weis filed a 
petition which was heard ex parte, requesting the Court to enter an 
Order authorizing the Department to take possession of Western. An 
Order authorizing the Commissioner to take possession and to 
appoint a liquidator was entered on that date by the Court. Motion 
for Summary Judgment, Undisputed Fact 17, R. at 252-53; Petition 
for Order and Order, Exhibit 9 in Appendix. 
16. On September 23, 1986, Larry R. Hendricks as 
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president of Western was served with notice that the Commissioner 
had filed a petition seeking to take possession of Western. The 
notice stated that any objection had to be filed with the Court 
within ten days. Notice of Filing Petition and Need to File 
Objection Within Ten days, R. at 491-494, Exhibit 7 in Appendix. 
17. On October 21, 1986, Kent L. Brown filed a Petition 
for Judicial Review requesting that the Court review the actions of 
the Commissioner and enter an Order reversing or "modifying the 
action" of the Commissioner. Petition for Judicial Review, R. at 
488-89, Exhibit 10 in Appendix. 
18. On May 8, 1987, the District Court approved the plan 
of liquidation. Shareholder Kent L. Brown was represented at the 
hearing by Michael J. Wilkins, Esq. The Court considered the 
testimony of the Commissioner, and the exhibits entered into 
evidence, before entering its order. Findings of Fact, Conclusions 
of Law, and Order Approving Liquidation, R. at 495-508, Exhibit 5 
in Appendix. 
19. Plaintiffs filed claims against the Department for 
breach of contract and unconstitutional taking (Third and Fifth 
Causes of Action respectively), and against Elaine Weis for 
violating 42 USC 1983 (Fourth Cause of Action) on November 16, 
1987. Verified Complaint, R. at 2-32. 
20. On September 6, 1988, Judge Young dismissed with 
prejudice Kent L. Brown's Petition for Judicial Review. No appeal 
was taken. Memorandum Decision and Order of Dismissal with 
-11-
Prejudice, R. at 724-729, Exhibit 11 in Appendix. 
21. On July 26, 1991, the District Court entered 
judgment no cause of action on Brown and Hendricks' Complaint and 
dismissed it with prejudice. Judgment, R. at 564-565. 
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
The Department did not breach contract obligations. It 
fulfilled its obligations, and assisted the shareholders to fulfill 
theirs by ordering that the stock of Western be conveyed to them. 
In addition, the State defendants are immune for claims of 
misrepresentation, and claims arising out of regulation or 
licensing decisions. Even if no immunity exists, the shareholders 
did not reasonably rely and had constructive knowledge. 
The shareholders do not have standing to alleged 
constitutional violations committed against Western. In addition, 
constitutional issues have already been decided. Even if they had 
not been decided, no constitutional violations exist, and qualified 
immunity applies to Commissioner Weis. The State Defendants 
followed all statutes and court orders. The shareholders waived 
their right to bring claims when they asked for State intervention 
and failed to object to the Petition for Order Granting Possession. 
ARGUMENT 
The shareholders make two claims: (1) breach of 
contract, and (2) constitutional violations. 
I. BREACH OF CONTRACT 
A. EXPRESS CONTRACT 
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The State waived immunity as to contractual obligations 
in Section 63-30-5. The words "contractual obligations" are the 
words used in the statute, and the Court should construe this 
exception to the State's immunity narrowly. Eptina v. State, 516 
P.2d 242, 244 (Utah 1976); Holt v. Utah State Road Commission, 511 
P.2d 1286, 1288 (Utah 1973). 
The shareholders claim that sections 2.4 and 5 of the 
contract were breached. There is a significant flaw in this claim 
because neither of these sections deal with the Department's 
"Obligation" which is found in section 3. The heading for section 
3 is entitled "DEPARTMENT'S OBLIGATION." However, even though 
section 3 is obviously relevant and even incorporates the word 
"obligation" used in the statute, the shareholders never refer to 
it. The only possible explanation for this is that the 
shareholders want to ignore it. In addition, the shareholders have 
admitted, by failing to dispute material facts 9 and 13 above, that 
the State Defendants fulfilled their contractual obligation. 
1. SECTION 2.4 
Section 2.4 is a representation, in contrast to an 
obligation, in the contract. The Department represents it has no 
knowledge of significant error in the balance sheet for Western 
which was prepared by Western's comptroller and attached to the 
agreement. This statement is a disclaimer of knowledge and does 
not rise to the level of a guarantee. The Department did not 
intend to attest to Western's financial statements. This was done 
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by Western's outside auditor, Main Hurdman. 
But even if this were construed to be a 
misrepresentation, the State defendants could not be held liable 
for two reasons. First, they are immune for both negligent and 
intentional misrepresentation under Section 63-30-10 (f) . And 
second, even if they were not immune, the shareholders did not rely 
and had constructive knowledge. They had a duty to perform their 
own due diligence. The shareholders are sophisticated businessmen 
and were given complete access to records at Western, Main Hurdman, 
and the Department, and they stated in section 4.1 of the contract 
that they were satisfied with the accuracy of the financial 
statements. Thus, the contract places the duty to verify the 
financial statements upon the shareholders, and not the department. 
2. SECTION 5 
The shareholders argue section 5 for the first time on 
appeal. Section 5 says the shareholders must take "possession, 
control, and responsibility for [Western] immediately following the 
execution of this agreement." There are several reasons why this 
does not form a basis to hold the State defendants liable for 
breach of contractual obligations. First, this section is entitled 
"OBLIGATIONS OF THE ACQUIRORS." Thus, the shareholders try to 
twist section 5 into an obligation by the Department to let them 
"operate Western Heritage as agreed." But no such obligation is 
there. 
Second, the claim that the State Defendants did not allow 
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them to control Western flies in the face of the Verified Complaint 
which alleges that after the shareholders took control they 
"concluded they could no longer in good faith accept further 
deposits in Western Heritage, and decided to seek the Department's 
approval to cease taking deposits•" R. at 15. This is not only 
inconsistent with their argument that the State didn't give them 
long enough to run Western, but it is grounds for waiver and/or 
estoppel. In 1986 there was a state wide crisis. Seven thrifts 
were closed. Each institution was affected by the sinking 
industry. In addition, the private insurer for Utah industrial 
loan companies, the ILGC, was closed. Western was not strong 
enough to qualify for federal insurance. The shareholders and the 
Department knew a depositor run was inevitable without insurance.7 
Third, even if the State defendants promised to allow the 
shareholders to run Western for three years or some other 
"reasonable time" it would not have been an enforceable obligation. 
The shareholders ignore or do not understand the nature of a 
regulated industry. Section 7-2-1, et.al. clearly places a duty 
on the State defendants to evaluate each institution it regulates 
and take remedial action if the institution is failing and does not 
meet statutory criteria. The State defendants cannot agree with 
the shareholders to let them run Western for a set period of time 
'There was a run on Foothill Thrift when a local TV station 
announced it was applying for insurance. The State took possession 
of Foothill and six others to preserve them. 
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without deposit insurance or sufficient assets, and thereby ignore 
the statutory duties placed upon them by Section 7-2-1, et.al. 
B. IMPLIED COVENANTS 
The shareholders argue that the State Defendant's 
breached their implied covenant of fair dealing by failing to allow 
the shareholders "to possess and control Western Heritage as 
agreed," failing to recognize net worth certificates as "the 
equivalent of cash," and by failing to "inform [them] of material 
information." Brief of appellant at 22-23. 
First, the State waived immunity for "contractual 
obligations" only. This waiver must be construed narrowly under 
the Eptina and Holt cases, and does not include implied covenants. 
This is especially true in light of Section 3 of the agreement 
which describes the "DEPARTMENT'S OBLIGATIONS." 
Second, even if the waiver includes implied covenants, 
the State Defendants did not disadvantage the shareholders. On the 
contrary, the State Defendants helped the shareholders obtain the 
benefit of the contract by ordering Western's stock to be 
transferred to them. From that point forward the shareholders 
accepted a business risk. 
The State defendants' arguments regarding whether there 
were misrepresentations about the assets of Western, or whether 
there was some guarantee to let the shareholders run Western for a 
certain time have already been stated. 
In addition, the shareholders had at least constructive 
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notice of the financial condition of Western, as well as the fact 
that the ILGC was not an arm of the State because the ILGC was 
created as a private corporation by statute. See Rapps v. Salt 
Lake City, 527 P.2d 651 (Utah 1974) (claim against city sounded in 
deceit, not contract; city immune for deceit and plaintiff had 
constructive notice of alleged undisclosed facts.) 
With respect to the shareholders' only other argument, 
the Department could not recognize the net worth certificates "as 
cash" when the ILGC failed. The value of the net worth 
certificates depended on a note and promise from the ILGC which 
became worthless when the ILGC failed. This connection between the 
value of Western's assets and the ILGC was clear from the 
beginning. ILGC AGREEMENT and its attachments, Exhibit 4 in 
Appendix. 
Lastly, the shareholders argued to the District Court 
that the State should "back up" or guarantee the net worth 
certificates. Summary Judgment Hearing Transcript, May 16, 1991, 
at 41-42, R. at 776-77. But the State under Art. VI., Section 29 
of the Constitution could not financially back up the ILGC, because 
it cannot guarantee or "lend its credit" to a corporation. Utah 
Technology Finance Corp. v. Wilkinson, 723 P.2d 406, 412 (Utah 
1986) (State cannot become a guarantor of another's debts.) 
C. CASE LAW 
The shareholder's do not cite two Utah cases where this 
Court held the Department is immune from claims arising out of 
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regulation of insolvent institutions. In both cases the this Court 
affirmed summary judgment in favor of the Department. Gillman v. 
Dept. of Financial Inst.. 791 P.2d 504 (Utah 1989); and Hilton v. 
Borthick, 791 P.2d 504 (Utah 1989). In Gillman this Court said, 
"any injury resulting from a department action or inaction 
ultimately results from a failure to suspend or revoke [a] license, 
an immune act."8 Gillman. 791 P.2d at 511 (citations omitted.) 
The shareholders attempt to avoid the State defendants' 
immunity by framing their claims as "contract" claims and by 
ignoring Gillman and Hilton. But at the same time, the 
shareholders unquestionably seek to recover for a "department 
action or inaction" while regulating an insolvent thrift. 
Therefore, as Justice Zimmerman noted, these claims are: 
. . . futile attempts to obscure the fact that the claims 
asserted are for injuries arising out of a licensing 
decision allegedly made in a negligent fashion. As such, 
they are all immune form suit under Section 63-30-10(3). 
8There are several alternative provisions in Section 63-30-10 
under which the State defendants could be immune. In addition to 
immunity for licensing decisions and misrepresentation, Section 63-
30-10 provides express immunity for inadequate regulatory 
inspections and discretionary functions. Discretionary function is 
defined as a function "of a judgment, planning, or policy nature" 
committed to one branch of government, on which the courts will 
refrain from sitting in judgment. Doe v. Arcruelles, 716 P.2d 279, 
282 (Utah 1985) . It is the "balancing of risks and advantages" in 
the "exercise of basic policy evaluation." Little v. Utah State 
Division of Family Services, 667 P. 2d 49, 51 (Utah 1983). The 
commissioner's acts were discretionary because she exercised 
"judgment" and balanced "risks and advantages" while regulating 
Western. Also, claims of failure to disclose the financial 
condition of Western could fall under the inadequate inspection 
provision. 
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Gillman, 791 P. 2d at 509. This Court went on to explain at p. 511 
why the alleged acts arose out of a licensing decision: 
This is because the only sanction the Department can 
impose on a financial institution for misconduct of any 
kind is to suspend or revoke the financial institutions 
operating license. 
Then on the last page of Gillman case this Court 
explained its policy to allow a regulator to function properly by 
freeing the regulator from unreasonable risk of liability: 
• • 
to provide the utmost public protection, the 
governmental entities should not be dissuaded from 
engaging in such activities by the fear that liability 
may be imposed if an employee performs his duties 
inadequately. 
In Hilton, this Court cited Gillman and said at p. 505: 
There, we determined that the Department 
of Financial Institutions was immune from suit 
for failure to properly inspect or regulate 
pursuant to title 7 or title 70B. 
In addition to Utah cases, a host of federal cases 
support the lower Court's ruling. There is not room to review the 
federal case law here.9 But in summary, federal regulators have 
been sued numerous times on every conceivable theory and have 
unanimously been found immune based on the same policy enunciated 
by this Court in Gillman. The grandfather case is Emch v. United 
States, 630 F.2d 523 ( 7th Cir. 1980) (shareholders claim that 
federal regulators permitted misleading reports and failed to 
9A review of the federal cases was given in the State 
defendants' memorandum in support of summary judgment which is 
incorporated by reference. R. at 259-284. 
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properly supervise bank is dismissed and affirmed on appeal). 
The shareholders cite Farmers New World Life Ins. Co. v. 
Bountiful Citv. 803 P.2d 1241 (Utah 1990), arguing that the same 
facts can give rise to claims of tort and contract against the 
government. The principle is true, but that case is 
distinguishable. In Farmers, the government expressly agreed to 
allow Farmers to "fully use" a commercial building. The government 
had no such express obligation in this case. Also, Farmers 
involved law relating to servient and dominant owners of easements 
which is not applicable in this case. 
II. CONSTITUTIONAL VIOLATIONS 
A. STANDING 
In Norman v. Murray First Thrift & Loan Co. , 596 
P.2d 1028, 1031-32 (Utah 1979) the court said: 
Even though a shareholder owns all, or practically 
all, of the stock in a corporation, such a fact 
does not authorize him to sue as an individual for 
a wrong done by a third party to the corporation. 
In Gregory v. Mitchell. 634 F.2d 199 (5th Cir. 1981), shareholders 
of a bank sued the State Superintendent of Banks and other state 
regulatory officials for constitutional violations after the bank 
was closed by the state and it assets sold. The trial court 
granted a motion to dismiss. On appeal the court said: 
The District Court was correct in holding that 
'neither officers nor stockholders. . .can 
maintain an action to redress an injury to the 
corporation even though the value of their 
stock is impaired as a result of the injury.' 
This rule is firmly established . . .[emphasis 
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added]. 
Likewise the shareholders in this case have no standing 
to allege constitutional violations committed against the 
corporation "even if the value of their stock is impaired." The 
liquidator appointed by the District Court is the person who can 
bring such a claim for Western. The shareholders must seek 
reimbursement for themselves out of proceeds from the liquidation 
of Western. Lack of standing alone stops the shareholders' 
constitutional claims. However, as discussed below the claims have 
no merit even if the shareholders could bring them. 
B. TAKING WITHOUT JUST COMPENSATION 
Shareholders claim "In the Fifth Cause of Action. . .the 
DFI unconstitutionally took from them their ownership interest in 
Western Heritage without due process of law, in violation of 
Article I, Section 7 of the Utah Constitution." Appellants' Brief 
at 31. Although not specifically alleged, the shareholders also 
claim a violation of Article I, Section 22 (private property shall 
not be taken or damaged for public use without just compensation). 
They argue that a Section 22 violation is inferred within the 
allegation of the Section 7 violation. There are several problems 
with this claim. 
First, the shareholders should have alleged Article I 
Section 22 specifically. There is no reason why not. Alleging 
violation of Section 7 did not put the state defendants on notice 
of a violation of Section 22, and the shareholders should not be 
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allowed to add this claim without alleging it. 
Further, there is no authority for seeking damages under 
Section 7. On the contrary, there is authority against it. 
Fiaueroa v. State. 604 P.2d 1198, 1206 (Hawaii 1979) (creation of 
substantive constitutional rights does not mean money damages are 
available without waiver of immunity); De lao v. Califano. 560 F.2d 
1384, 1390 (9th Cir. 1977) (no right to damages without statutory 
provision). But Section 22 is uniquely self-executing and money 
damages are available. Colman v. Utah State Land Bd. , 795 P.2d 
622, 631-634 (Utah 1990). Thus, the shareholders attempt to 
bootstrap an allegation that does not state a claim into one that 
does. 
Second, even if the shareholders state a Section 22 
claim, the issue is already decided. The District Court ruled in 
its "Order Granting Possession" that no other statutory 
alternatives to State possession were available to protect 
"shareholders" and "other parties in interest." The order 
authorized the Commissioner to appoint a liquidator. R. at 714-16, 
Exhibit 9 in Appendix. The legislature in an unusual act also 
ratified this takeover in Section 7-20-1 (1986). Exhibit 6 in 
Appendix. Later the District Court found the Commissioner had not 
acted "contrary to law" in proposing liquidation. See Findings and 
Order Approving Plan of Liquidation, R. at 495-508, Exhibit 5 in 
Appendix. 
Third, even if this Court decides to revisit the issue, 
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the State defendants did not take "their ownership interest in 
Western." The value of the shareholders' stock dropped when 
Western lost its insurance. The State then took possession of 
Western, not shareholders' stock, and it was placed in liquidation. 
Fourth, the shareholders have no right to compensation. 
In liquidation, they receive a residual of any collections after 
creditors are paid in order of priority according to the law. 
Finally, with respect to the law, the shareholders cite 
FDIC v. Mallen, 108 S. Ct. 1780 (1988) for the proposition that the 
right to serve as president of a bank is a "protectable property 
right", but Mallen supports the State defendants. The Supreme 
Court found that due process was not violated when the FDIC 
suspended a bank president without a hearing first. This is the 
only financial institution case shareholders cite under their 
"taking without compensation" argument. They rely heavily on real 
property condemnation cases which are not analogous, because among 
other things, the State did not possess Western for its own use. 
In addition, there is a Harvard Law Review article on 
point which says government takeovers of thrifts do not constitute 
"taking." Curtis, The Taking Clause and Regulatory Takeovers of 
Banks and Thrifts. Harvard Journal on Legislation, v. 27 No.2, p. 
367, Summer 1990. Further, the Supreme Court in a closely 
analogous case, Connolly v. Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, 
475 U.S. 212 (1986) found no taking when the Pension Benefit 
Guaranty Corporation, a government corporation which insures 
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employee retirement plans, required a withdrawing plan to pay 
certain debts. The Court found in Connolly that there was no 
taking because, among other things, the government did not take the 
assets for "its own use" and the owners knew from the beginning 
that the government had the power to regulate them. Both are true 
in this case. 
C. PROCEDURAL DUE PROCESS 
The shareholders claim they were entitled to a 
prepossession hearing. This issue is also decided. Larry 
Hendricks, as president of Western, was served with a "Notice of 
Filing of Petition [to take possession] and of Need to File 
Objections Thereto Within Ten Days". R. at 491-93, Exhibit 7 in 
Appendix. But he waived the right, and instead agreed with the 
State to run Western after possession. Larry Brown filed a late 
"Petition for Judicial Review" claiming the Commissioner acted 
contrary to law. The petition was dismissed. R. at 724, Exhibit 
11 in Appendix. 
Again assuming the Court wants to revisit the issue, 
there was no procedural due process violation. First, there is no 
claim that the Commissioner failed to follow all statutory 
procedures and court orders. Second, there is authority directly 
on point. In Fahev v. Mallonee, 322 U.S. 245, 253 (1947) the Court 
found a statute allowing the Federal Home Loan Administration to 
appoint a conservator for a financial institution without a hearing 
was constitutional. The Court also found that an institution 
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cannot challenge the constitutionality of an Act if it has retained 
the benefits of the Act (which granted it the right to exist) . 
Again, both of these points apply in this case. 
D. QUALIFIED IMMUNITY 
The question of whether the Commissioner is immune from 
claims under 42 U.S.C. 1983 should be decided as a matter of law. 
England v. Hendricks. 880 F.2d 281 (10th Cir. 1989). The 
shareholders admit at page 48 of their brief that the Commissioner 
had authority to issue net worth certificates. They do not dispute 
that she followed statutory procedures, and they do not address the 
question of how the Commissioner could violate a "clearly 
established" constitutional law when obeying a court order. Good 
faith reliance on a court order provides immunity as a matter of 
law. See England, at 284. Clearly the Commissioner is protected 
by the doctrine of qualified immunity. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the above, this Court should affirm the District 
Court's dismissal of the shareholders' claims. 
DATED this (HI day of May, 1992. 
CHRISTENSE/tf), JENSEN & POWELL/ P . C . 
By:. 
Hatch/ 
Attorney for Defendants/Appellees 
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ROY B. MOORE, ELAINE B. WEIS, ] 
THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCIAL ] 
INSTITUTIONS OF THE STATE ] 
OF UTAH; and DOES 1 THROUGH ; 
20 inclusive, ] 
Defendants. 
i MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
i ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS 
i DEPARTMENT OF FINANCIAL 
i INSTITUTIONS' AND ELAINE 
i WEIS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
) JUDGMENT 
i Civil NO. C-87-7906 
i Judge Wilkinson 
On May 16, 1991, a hearing was held before the court. 
Plaintiffs were represented by Mr. John Mangum^aii^^fendants 
Elaine Weis and the State of Utah were represented by Mr. Denton 
Hatch, Mr. Greg Sanders and Mr. Ed Ogilvie. 
The court, having heard the arguments of counsel, and 
reviewed the memoranda filed and being fully advised, hereby 
enters the following: 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
1. The Department of Financial Institutions (Department) 
was empowered by Utah State law to regulate Western Heritage 
Thrift and Loan (Western Heritage). The Commissioner and 
Department, while regulating Western Heritage, performed 
essential governmental functions and are immune from liability 
under Utah Governmental Immunity Act, § 63-30-1, et seq. 
2. In approving the sale of Western Heritage to Kent 
Brown and Larry Hendricks, and ordering stock transferred to 
them, and in taking possession of Western Heritage pursuant to 
court order, and in otherwise regulating Western Heritage during 
the relevant time period, the Commissioner and Department did not 
violate any of Larry Hendricks' or Kent Brown's state or federal 
constitutional rights. There was no taking of private property 
without just compensation and no violation of due process. The 
Commissioner and Department are also qualifiedly immune. 
3. Mr. Hendricks, as president of Western Heritage 
Thrift & Loan, was given n:ace when the State took possession of 
Western Heritage but did not object within the ten-day period, 
set forth in § 7-2-3(1) (Supp. 1986). Mr. Brown filed a petition 
in C86-8004 objecting to the order granting possession and asking 
the Court to find the Commissioner acted contrary to law in 
taking possession of Western Heritage. This was dismissed on the 
grounds, among others, that it was filed untimely under § 7-2-
3(1) (Supp. 1986) which is the applicable statute providing 
review if any person is aggrieved when the Commissioner takes 
possession of a financial institution. The Order of Dismissal 
with Prejudice dated September 13, 1988, was not appealed. 
4. Mr. Brown and Mr. Hendricks are sophisticated 
businessmen. Mr. Hendricks is a CPA, and Mr. Brown is a leasing 
expert. They performed their own due diligence, prior to 
purchasing Western Heritage. They reviewed records of Western 
Heritage, Main Hurdman, and the Department. They prepared a pro 
forma, and were satisfied before the purchase with the 
accurateness of the financial statements attached to the 
agreement they signed with the State of Utah. 
5. Plaintiffs also met with the ILGC and entered into a 
separate agreement with the ILGC after receiving an opinion from 
ILGC's counsel that, among other things, there was no guaranty 
there were or would in the future be sufficient assets to enable 
the ILGC to perform the obligations incurred in connection with 
the purchase of Western Heritage. 
6. Plaintiffs entered into an agreement with the State 
of Utah, but have not and cannot allege any breach of contract 
obligation under that contract. The State's only obligation 
under the contract was to order stock of Western Heritage 
transferred to plaintiffs which was done on the date of the 
agreement. 
7. Plaintiffs' claims of misrepresentations inducing 
them to enter into the contract are tort claims, and the State is 
immune under the Governmental Immunity Act referred to above. 
The court makes no finding as to whether or not there was any 
misrepresentation. 
8. In May 1986, plaintiffs decided they could no longer 
in good faith accept deposits and requested permission from the 
State of Utah to cease taking deposits. Thereafter, the 
Commissioner followed statutory guidelines and complied with 
court orders in taking possession of Western Heritage. 
9. The Commissioner also acted pursuant to court order 
in proposing a plan of liquidation for Western Heritage. In 
approving the plan of liquidation the court in C86-7253 ruled 
that the Commissioner did not act arbitrarily or capriciously or 
contrary to law in its Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and 
Order dated May 8, 1987. 
ORDER 
The court hereby orders that defendant Elaine Weis' and 
Department of Financial Institutions7 Motion for Summary Judgment 
is granted. 
DATED this day of /\<&~-~~t— 1991. 
BY THE COURT: 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
This is to certify that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING ELAINE WEIS' AND 
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
was mailed, postage prepaid, this /ft/A day of ^y*&*<jf> 
to: 
John K. Mangum, Esq. 
NIELSEN & SENIOR 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
60 East South Temple 
Suite 1100 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Clark W. Sessions, Esq. 
Kevin E. Anderson, Esq. 
CAMPBELL, MAACK & SESSIONS 
Attorneys for Defendant Roy B. Moore 
170 South Main, Suite 400 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Paul Van Dam, Esq. 
Stephen J. Sorenson, Esq. 
Bryce Pettey, Esq. 
Attorney General's Office 
236 State Capitol Building 
Salt Lake City, UT 84114 
Carman E. Kipp, Esq. 
Gregory J. Sanders, Esq. 
KIPP Sc CHRISTIAN 
City Centre I, Suite 3 30 
175 East 400 South 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Kent L. Brown 
Larry R. Hendricks 
2372 Bountiful Boulevard 
Bountiful, UT 84010 
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AGREEMENT 
This Agreement, made and entered into this c/b day of December 1984, by and 
between the Department of Financial Institutions of the State of Utah ("the 
Department") and Larry R. Hendricks and Kent Brown ("the Acquirors"). 
PREAMBLE 
This Agreement concerns Western Heritage Capital Corporation, a Utah financial 
institution holding company ("the Holding Company") and Western Heritage 
Thrift and Loan Company, a Utah-chartered industrial loan corporation ("the 
Thrift"), and is premised in all respects on a precedent and continuing 
finding by the Department that the Thrift is a "failing depository 
institution" as defined in Section 7-19-1(1) of the Utah Code Annotated 
(1953), that the Holding Company is a "failing depository institution holding 
company" as defined in Section 7-19-1(2) U.C.A., and that both the Thrift and 
the holding company are subject to the Department's jurisdiction under Title 7 
of the U.C.A. 
It is in the best interests of all parties concerned to transfer all of t;he 
stock of the Thrift owned by the Holding Company, which is 100% of the 
Thrift's stock, to another party which can offer the best prospects for 
continuing the Thrift's business and serving its depositors. The Acquirors 
are willing to take the Thrift's assets and liabilities, including all of the 
Thrift's deposit liabilities, and the Commissioner of Financial Institutions 
is willing to authorize and require the same, on terms and conditions set 
forth below. 
The Commissioner has, following notice to the Holding Company and the Thrift, 
solicited merger and/or acquisition proposals from all parties whom she was 
aware might be interested in such transaction; To date, the only offer 
received is that from Larry R. Hendricks and Kent Brown. This offer currently 
represents the only alternative to closure and liquidation of the Thrift and 
Holding Company. All parties concerned would be best served if closure and 
liquidation could be avoided. 
By the virtue of the premises stated above and in consideration of the mutual 
promises, warranties and agreements herein contained, the Department and the 
Acquirors now hereby agree as follows: 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF AGREEMENT 
SECTION 1 - - AGREEMENT TO CONSUMATE TRANSACTIONS. Subject to the terms 
and conditions of this Agreement, the parties hereto agree to consumate or 
cause to be consumated the transactions described in this Agreement and agree 
that the consumation of each transaction is conditional upon the consumation 
of all other required transactions. 
SECTION 2 - - DEPARTMENT'S REPRESENTATIONS. As a direct inducement for the 
Acquirors to enter into and comply with this Agreement, the Department hereby 
represents that: 
1001237 
2.1 The Department has lawful supervisory and regulatory supervision over 
the Holding Company and the Thrift under Title 7 of the Utah Code Annotated 
(1953). 
2.2 The Department has found the Thrift to be a "failing depository 
institution" as defined in Section 7-19-1(1) LLC.A., and has further found the 
Holding Company to be a "failing depository institution holding company" as 
defined in Section 7-19-1(2) U.C.A. In connection with Section 7-2-1(1) 
U.C.A., the Commissioner has further found that with respect to subpart (b) 
the Thrift has violated state law; with respect to subpart (c) the Thrift and 
the Holding Company are conducting their business in an unauthorized or unsafe 
manner; with respect to subpart (d) the Thrift and the Holding Company are not 
in a safe and sound condition to transact their business; with respect to 
subpart (e) the Thrift has failed to correct an impairment of capital within 
90 days; with respect to subpart (f) the Thrift and the Holding Company have 
or are about to become insolvent; and with respect to subpart (k) the remedies 
provided in Sections 7-1-307, 7-1-308, or 7-1-313 are ineffective or 
impracticable to protect the interests of the depositors, creditors, members 
or shareholders of the institution, or other persons or to protect the 
interests of the public; and accordingly the Department is empowered to 
require the Thrift to merge or consolidate with, transfer its assets and 
liabilities to, or enter into an arrangement for transfer of its control to 
any other institution or entity approved or designated by the Commissioner 
pursuant to Section 7-2-1(2)(a) U.C.A. 
2.3 Following Notice to the Thrift and the Holding Company dated November 
5, 1984, in compliance with Section 7-1-802(3)(d), the Department solicited 
offers for merger with or acquisition of the Thrift and/or the Holding 
Company, or any portion of the assets and liabilities thereof from all parties 
which the Department is aware of who might * be interested in such a 
transaction. The Acquirors!s is the only final offer to acquire assets and 
liabilities of the Thrift received by the Department and represents the only 
alternative to closing and liquidating the Thrift. 
2.4 The Department has no information or knowledge which would indicate any 
reasonable probability of significant error in the current balance sheet for 
the Thrift, a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto and 
incorporated herein as reference as Exhibit "A". 
2.5 The Department has reviewed and does not disapprove of any terms or 
conditions of the Agreement between the Acquirors and the Industrial Loan 
Guaranty Corporation of Utah, a true and correct copy of which is attached 
hereto as Exhibit "B". 
SECTION 3 - - DEPARTMENTS OBLIGATION. Upon execution of this Agreement, 
the Department shall be obligated to enter appropriate and sufficient Findings 
and Conclusions in support of an Order pursuant to Section 7-2-1(2)(a) and to 
enter such Order requiring the Thrift and the Holding Company to immediately 
convey to the Acquirors a"H of the stock of the Thrift. Said indings, 
Conclusions and Order are attached hereto as Exhibit "C". 
SECTION 4 - - REPRESENTATIONS BY ACQUIRORS. By executing this Agreement, 
the Acquirors acknowledge and represent the following: ^ • J S B B I B ^ 
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4.1 They have not been restricted in any significant way from examining and 
auditing the Thrift, the holding company, and/or the Department's records 
concerning the same, and they are reasonably satisfied with the overall 
accuracy and completeness of the information and statements contained in the 
attached Exhibit "A". 
4.2 In accordance with this Agreement with the ILGC, it will not convey, 
pledge or hypothecate any of its stock to the extent of a controlling interest 
as defined in Section 7-1-103(5) of the Utah Code Annotated in any manner or 
form prior to March 31, 1986 without the prior express approval of the 
Department and the ILGC. 
SECTION 5 - - OBLIGATIONS OF THE ACQUIRORS. Upon execution of this 
Agreement, the Acquirors shall be obligated to: 
5.1 Assume possession, control, and responsibility for the Thrift 
immediately following the execution of this Agreement. 
5.2 Infuse $400,000 cash as capital of the successor thrift at the time it 
assumes control of the Thrift's assets and liabilities, and infuse an 
additional $150,000 cash or other assets expressly approved by the Department 
within 90 days thereafter. 
SECTION 6 - - APPLICABLE LAW. This Agreement shall be construed in all 
respects in accordance with the laws, statutes, common law, and regulations of 
the State of Utah. 
DATED this ££ day of December, 1984 
The Department of Financial Institutions 
of the State of Utah: 
e. i as«a> 
ELAINE B. WEIS, Commissioner 
Department of Financial Institutions 
State of Utah 
-i 1U01239 
9^o DATED this g > day of December, 1984 
r&MMh P- m^vui/k 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this of December^ 984 
Larry R. Hendricks 
My Commission expires: 
-2-7-^7 
Notary Publici 
Residing in Salt Lake City, Utah 
Kent Brown 7 
Subscribed and sworn to before me thi 
My Commission expires: 
uZZ of DecembeB0984 
Notary Pub!ic 
Residing in Salt Lake City, Utah 
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$9,658,000 I 
LIABILITIES: 
Accounts Payable $180,088 
Accrued Interest on Deposits 200,000 
THRIFT DEPOSITS 4 L0N6-TERM LIABILITIES 
Savings 1,700,008 
| Thrift Certif icates 6,300,888 
1 Notes Payable 600,088 
1 TOTAL LIABILITIES 
RoCKHOLDERS EQUITY 
I Co«»on Stock 
| N.U. Cert i f icate 
Undivided Profits 
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Ul.284,802 $11,456,391 $11,638,356 $11,885,918 $11,983,899 $12,161,920 1 
$100,000 * $188,000 $180,000 $180,000 $188,880 $100,000 
"228,000 225,000 230,000 235,008 248,008 245,000 
1,900,000 1,950,000 2,000,000 2,050,000 2,100,800 2,158,800 
6,900,000 7,050,008 7,208,800 7,350,000 7,500,808 7,658,000 
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1 GUM MM 1 , WW, WW 
(247,598) 
1,302,402 
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1 M M MM 1 , WW, WW 
(268,433) 
1,289,567 
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
STOOOCLDERS EQUITY $9,658,808 $18,609,887 $18,776,892 $18,943,873 $11,113,169 $11,284,882 $11,456,391 $11,638,356 $11,805,918 $11,983,099 $12,161,920 $12,342,402 $12,524,567 
Western Heritage Thrift and Loan 










ILGC Loss 6uarantec 





>£T FIXED ASSETS 
(m€R ASSETS: 
Real Estate for Resale 
Other Property for Resale 
N.U. Cert i f icate 
Other Assets 
6oodwill 




Accrued Interest on Deposits 
THRIFT DEPOSITS ft L0N&-TERH LIAB1L] 
Savings 
Thrift Certif icates 
^ Motes Payable 
! ffi TOTAL LIABILITIES 
f H K H Q U ) e R S E0UITY 
zSM Co««on Stock 
N B N.U. Certificate 
9 Undivided Profits 











































































































































































$13,199,769 $13,376,577 $13,555,814 $13,735,188 $13,916,858 $14,188,389 $14,285,788 $14,473,297 $14,662,889 t 
$188,808 $188,888 $188,888 $188,888 $188,888 $188,888 $188,888 $188,888 $188,888 
268,888 265,888 278,808 275,888 288,888 285,888 298,888 295,888 388,888 
[TIES 
2,388,888 2,358,838 2,488,888 2,458,888 2,588,888 2,558,888 2,688,888 2,658,888 2,788,808 
8,188,808 6,258,808 B, 488,808 8,558,808 8,788,888 8,858,888 9,808,888 9,158,808 9,388,888 








































































































































TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
STOCKHOLDERS EQUITY $13,199,769 $13,376,577 $13,555,814 $13,735,100 $13,916,858 $14,100,309 $14,285,780 $14,473,297 $14,662,889 $14,854,581 $15,848,403 $15,244,383 
Western Heritage Thrift and Loan 










IL6C Loss Guarantee 





MET FIXED ASSETS 
OTVCR ASSETS: 
Real Estate for Resale 
Other Property for Resale 
N.W. Certif icate 
Other Assets 
6oodwill 
TOTAL OTVCR ASSETS 
TOTAL ASSETS: 
JAN-87 FEB-87 WR-87 ftPR-87 HAY-B7 JUN-87 JUL-87 AUG-B7 SEP-87 OCT-87 NOV-87 DEC-B7 
$188,080 $180,080 $100,880 $100,000 $100,038 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,040 $100,000 $100,880 
687,508 705,008 722,588 748,880 757,508 775,088 792,508 810,000 827,588 645,088 662,508 888,888 
787,588 885, fl 622,508 640,888 657,568 875,888 892,580 918,888 927,508 945,888 962,580 988,888 
4,718,854 4,686,417 4,663,829 4,643,116 4,624,381 4,687,411 4,592,470 4,579,583 4,568,538 4,559,681 4,552,718 4,547,917 
120,008 120,000 120,068 120,880 120,003 120,080 120,808 128,800 128,000 120,000 120,808 128,880 
705,000 720,080 735,888 750,000 765,000 780,888 795,880 610,000 625,088 648,888 855,888 870,880 
6,308,080 6,500,0(» 6,780,888 6,988,888 7,188,808 7,388,880 7,500,000 7,700,080 7,980,088 8,188,888 8,388,888 8,588,888 
0 0 8 0 0 0 8 8 0 8 0 8 
(344,808) (340,828) (348,880) (348,088) (340,880) (340,008) (340,088) (340,008) (340,028) (340,080) (348,080) (340,008) 
11,495,854 11,686,417 11,878,829 12,073,116 12,269,381 12,467,411 12,667,470 12,869,503 13,073,538 13,279,601 13,467,718 13,697,917 
604,000 604,643 604,008 604,080 684,800 604,888 604,888 684,888 684,088 684,888 684,888 684,880 
(90,800) (93,688) (97,288) (188,688) (184,488) (188,888) (111,688) (115,288) (118,888) (122,488) (126,080) (129,688) 
514,008 510,480 586,860 583,288 499,680 496,008 492,4*0 488,608 485,288 481,688 478,888 474,488 
543,800 543,888 543,880 543,008 543,0*0 543,888 543,088 543,000 543,888 543,888 543,888 543,880 
65,888 65,000 65,000 85,888 65,888 65,088 85,888 65,088 65,888 65,888 65,888 65,888 
2,088,080 2,880,080 2,000,000 2,800,000 2,080,080 2,080,888 2,888,888 2,888,888 2,080,088 2,880,088 2,888,088 2,888,888 
45,888 45,088 45,880 45,008 45,888 45,888 45,888 45,080 45,080 45,008 45,080 45,888 
473,611 470,556 467,580 464,444 461,389 458,333 455,278 452,222 449,167 446,111 443,056 440,888 
3,146,611 3,143,556 3,140,588 3,137,444 3,134,389 3,131,333 3,128,278 3,125,222 3,122,167 3,119,111 3,U6,«56 3,113,888 
$15,943,965 $16,145,372 $16,348,629 $16,553,768 $16,768,790 $16,969,744 $17,180,647 $17,393,526 $17,688,485 $17,825,312 $18,044,274 $18,265,317 
LIABILITIES: 
Accounts Payable $108,000 $108,008 
Accrued Interest on Deposits 320,088 325,080 
THRIFT DEPOSITS I LONG-TERM LIABILITIES 
Savings 2,980,080 2,950,888 
Thrift Certificates 9,988,888 10,050,080 
Notes Payable 558,080 540,888 
$l(M,000 $188,880 $108,000 $100,088 $100,088 $188,888 $188,808 
338,080 335,080 340,080 345,888 358,888 355,808 360,088 
3,080,080 3,050,080 3,100,068 3,150,080 3,200,080 3,250,808 3,388,088 
10,280,080 10,350,088 10,508,008 10,650,088 10,800,008 10,950,088 11,188,888 
530,088 520,888 510,080 580,088 490,800 480,080 470,080 
$100,000 $108,080 $108,088 
365,880 370,080 375,888 
3,350,088 3,400,808 3,450,888 
11,258,080 11,480,088 11,558,888 
468,008 458,888 440,888 
I 
STOCKHOLDERS EQUITY 
W Common Stock 
W H.U. Certificate 
m) Undivided Profits 




550,080 550,080 550,080 558,088 558,088 558,888 558,888 
2,888,080 2,000,088 2,088,080 2,080,008 2,888,088 2,888,888 2,088,088 
(361,371) (351,240) (339,210) (325,256) (309,353) (291,474) (271,595) 
558,000 558,888 558,088 
E iinn O/Hk O (KM1 (MM 9 QQQ (KM) 
, WM, WJV C, VM0, WW C, WW, WW 
(249,688) (225,726) (199,683) 
TOTAL STOCKHOLDERS EQUITY 2,173,965 2,180,372 2,188,629 2,198,768 2,210,790 2,224,744 2,240,647 2,258,526 2,278,405 2,388,312 2,324,274 2,358,317 
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
STOCKHOLDERS EQUITY $15,943,965 $16,145,372 $16,348,629 $16,553,768 $16,768,798 $16,969,744 $17,188,647 $17,393,526 $17,688,485 $17,825,312 $18,044,274 $18,265,317 
Western Heritage Thr i f t arr* Loan 
Projected Income Statement JAN-85 FEB-85 MAR-85 APR-B5 KW-B5 JUN-85 JUL-85 AUG-B5 SEP-85 KT-85 NQV-B5 DEC-B5 TQTAL-1985 
INCOC; 






































































































































































Repair I Maintenance 
Rent 
Taxes i Licenses 
Dues ft Subscriptions 
Utilities 
Legal ft Accounting 
ORE Expense 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































See accomDanvina 'Summary of S ign i f i can t Pro ject ion Assumptions* and Comp i la t i on Report 
Uestern Heritage Thrift and Loan 
Projected Income Statement JAN-B6 FEB-86 MAR-86 APR-86 HAY-86 JUN-86 JUL-86 AUG-86 SEP-B6 OCT-86 NOV-86 DEC-86 TOTflL-1986 
INCO*: 






































































































































































Repair 4 Maintenance 
Rent 
Taxes $ Licenses 
Dues 4 Subscriptions 
Utilities 
Legal t Accounting 
ORE Expense 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































See accompanying 'Summary of S igni f icant Project ion Assumptions- and Compi la t ion Report 
Western Heritage Thrift and Loan 
Projected Income Statement JAN-67 
INCOME: 














































Repair ft Maintenance 
Rent 
Taxes ft Licenses 
Dues ft Subscriptions 
Utilities 
Legal ft Accounting 
ORE Expense 






















































































































































































































See accompanying "Summary of 
JUN-87 JlL-87 AU6-B7 SEP-87 OCT-87 NOV-87 OEC-87 TOTAL-1987 

























































(5,500) (5,000) (4,500) (4,000) (3,500) (3,000) (2,500) (63,000) 

















































































































































































































































































Projection Assumptions" and Compiliation Report 
Tab 4 
AGREEMENT 
This Agreement is made and entered into this JLQ day 
of December, 1984, by and between Larry R. Hendricks and 
Kent L. Brown ("Acquirors"), and the Industrial Loan Guaranty 
Corporation of Utah, a non-profit Utah corporation ("ILGC"): 
In consideration of the premises and agreements 
herein contained, it is agreed by and between the parties 
hereto as follows: 
1* Closing, A meeting of the parties to this 
Agreement (the "Closing") will take place at which the 
certificate, note and other documents required by this 
Agreement will be delivered or exchanged. An agreement 
between the Acquirors and the Department of Financial Institu-
tions of the State of Utah will also be executed at that 
time and a copy of that agreement is attached hereto and 
made a part hereof. The Closing will take place at the 
office.of the Utah State Department of Financial Institutions. 
The Closing may take place at such other place, and at 
such time or date as may be agreed upon by the Acquirors 
and the ILGC. 
2. Asumption of Thrift and Net Worth Certificates. 
In consideration for an agreement on the part of Acquirors 
to infuse monies into Heritage as provided in paragraph 
4 hereof to enable Heritage to pay all outstanding obliga-
tions of Western Heritage Thrift & Loan ("Heritage") to 
1^01220 
the holders of thrift certificates of deposit and thrift 
savings accounts ("Deposits") issued by Heritage, at the 
Closing the ILGC will (1) purchase a net worth certificate 
issued by Heritage in the sum of $1,000,000; (2) purchase 
a second net worth certificate issued by Heritage in the 
sum of $250,000 upon receipt by Heritage of the $150,000 
infusion described in paragraph 4 below; (3) purchase a 
third net worth certificate issued by Heritage in the sum 
of $250,000 6 months from the date of the $150,000 infusion 
described in paragraph 4 below if Heritage's improvement 
in net worth at that time is reasonably close to the projec-
tions contained in the pro forma projections furnished 
to the Department of Financial Institutions; and (4) purchas 
a fourth net worth certificate issued by Heritage in the 
sum of $500,000 on or before January 1, 1986 if Heritagefs 
improvement in net worth at that time is reasonably close 
to the projections contained in the pro forma projections 
furnished to the Department of Financial Institutions. The 
series of certificates described v/ill mature at the rate 
of $250,000 per year commencing ten years from the date 
of issuance of the first certificate. Consideration for 
the certificates will be promissory notes from the ILGC 
with maturity dates and payment terms corresponding to 
those of the net worth certificates. It is intended that 
at all times and under all circumstances the net wo^.h 
certificates and the promissory notes given as consideration 
therefor will offset each other. The note of the ILGC 
given as consideration for the net worth certificate and 
the certificate shall be in the forms annexed hereto as 
Exhibit "A" and "B" respectively. 
3. ILGC Bad Debt Assumption. As additional consid-
eration for the assumption of the deposit liabilities of 
Heritage by the Acquirors, the ILGC hereby agrees to reimburse 
up to $200,000 of bad debt losses of Heritage over and 
above $750,000 bad debt losses on existing loans. It is 
understood that there is presently a reserve by Heritage 
for bad debt losses of $550,000. The Acquirors shall have 
Heritage assume as part of their infusion of capital up 
to $750,000 of bad debt losses on existing loans. If there 
is more than $75.0,000 loss from existing loans, the ILGC 
shall assume and agrees to compensate Heritage for any 
bad debt losses on existing loans above $750,000 and to 
$950,000. Heritage will absorb the losses above $950,000. 
Bad debt losses shall mean principal and finance charges 
on loans and attorney's fees or other costs of collection 
paid by Heritage. The amount of the bad debt loss reimburse-
ment payable hereunder will be due and payable on August 
1, 1987. In the meantime, however, Heritage shall be per-
mitted to forego payment of its regular annual assessments 
to the ILGC and the amounts not paid will be offset against 
any amount due from the ILGC in August 1, 1987. In the 
event that the losses that the ILGC is required to reimburse 
10 01222 
hereunder do not total the amount of the assessments which 
have been withheld by Heritage, the difference will be 
paid to the ILGC by Heritage on August 1, 1987. 
4. Infusion of Capital. As additional consideration 
Acquirors agree to infuse $400,000 cash as capital of Heritage 
at the time of closing and infuse an additional $150,000 
in cash or other assets approved by the Department within 
90 days thereafter. 
5. Stock Transfer. The ILGC operates under the 
supervision of the Commissioner of Financial Institutions 
of the State of Utah, and the commitments of the ILGC here-
under are specifically conditional upon the entry of a 
formal order by the Commissioner transferring the stock 
of Heritage to the Acquirors and reciting that the terms 
of the participation of the ILGC in the transaction have 
been reviewed and that they are not disapproved. 
6. Monthly Reporting and Oversight. Heritage 
agrees to submit monthly balance sheets and income statements 
to the Department of Financial Institutions and the ILGC 
until August of 1987 so that its progress in meeting its 
goals can be monitored. And during that same period, the 
Department of Financial Institutions and the ILGC shall 
have the right to review on a monthly or other periodic 
basis new loans, leases and other investments made by Heritage. 
The ILGC shall have the right to review and disapprove 
on 30 days' notice any bad debt losses before they are 
charged off. 
7. Restriction on Stock. The Acquirors covenant 
that they will not encumber or transfer all or any part 
of their stock in Heritage until January of 1986 without 
the express written approval of the Department of Financial 
Institutions and the ILGC. 
8. Entire Agreement and Utah Law. This Agreement 
and the agreements and transactions provided for herein 
(a) constitute the entire agreement and supersede all prior 
agreements and understandings, both written and oral, between 
the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof, 
and (b) shall be governed in all respects, including validity, 
interpretation and effect by the laws of the State of Utah. 
9. Subject to Department Agreement. This Agreement 
is subject to the execution of suitable agreements between 
the Acquirors and the Department of Financial Institutions 
of the State of Utah. In the event that such agreements 
are not reached and this Agreement closed by December 31, 
1984, then this Agreement shall be void. 
10. ILGC Resolution and Opinion. At the Closing, 
the ILGC shall deliver to Acquirors a certified copy of 
a resolution of the Board of Trustees of the ILGC authorizing 
this transaction and a legal opinion of its counsel to 
the effect that the ILGC has the authority to participate 
in this transaction in accordance with the terms hereof 
under applicable statutes and its articles of incorporation 
or bylaws. Such resolution and opinion shall be appended 
to this Agreement as Exhibit "C". 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have duly executed 
this Agreement in Utah as of the date first above written. 
INDUSTRIAL LOAN GUARANTY CORPORATION 
OF UTAH 
L a r r y R^ H e n d r i c k s VV^ - / / l/-\ fr~ 
By: 7 | M U / *3 tyOM'te 
Kent Brown S j ^ s : ^ w ^ ' ^ ^ ^ t ^ C ^ * - ^ ' 
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EXHIBIT "A" 
NET WORTH CERTIFICATE - 1984 
December , 1984 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, a Utah 
corporation ("Issuer") promises to pay to the Industrial Loan 
Guaranty Corporation of Utah, a non-profit Utah corporation, the 
total principal sum of Dollars 
($ ), together with interest on the unpaid balance 
thereof at the rate of ten percent (10%) per annum, accruing from 
and after the date hereof, payable as follows: 
Interest shall be paid quarterly on the first day 
of each April, July, October and January hereafter. 
Principal shall be paid in annual installments of 
$ each, the first such installment being 
due and payable and a like 
installment being due and payable on of 
each succeeding calendar year until 
, at which time all remaining principal and 
accrued interest hereunder shall be paid in full-
All payments hereunder shall be paid to the Holder in whose name 
the Net Worth Certificate is at the close of business on the last 
preceding business day. 
This Net Worth Certificate is issued upon authorization of 
Issuer's Board of Directors, and upon authority of the Commis-
sioner of Financial Institutions of the State of Utah ("Cor£^-^ 
sioner") and pursuant to the Commissioner's Regulation ILR:009.2; 
1 n n 1 o n o 
this Net Worth Certificate is also issued in accordance with an 
Agreement dated as of , 1984, between Issuer and 
the Purchaser hereof. 
The following is a statement of the rights of the Holder of 
this Net Worth Certificate and of the conditions to which it is 
subject, to which the Holder of this Net Worth Certificate hereby 
agrees: 
(a) This Net Worth Certificate shall have a priority over 
any claim arising out of an equity interest in the Issuer in the 
event of a liquidation or reorganization, and over any right of 
equity holders to participate in future earnings of the Issuer. 
This Net Worth Certificate shall be subordinate to the claims of 
all account holders of the Issuer, certificates of deposit of the 
Issuer, contract debt obligations and to the claims of general 
creditors outstanding on the date of sale of this Certificate; 
(b) This Net Worth Certificate is the obligation of the 
Issuer only, and no recourse shall be had for the payment thereof 
or the interest thereon against any shareholder, officer, director 
or affiliated corporation of the Issuer, either directly or 
through the Issuer, by virtue of any statute for the enforcement 
of any assessment or otherwise, all such liability of share-
holders, directors, officers and affiliates, as such, being 
released by the Holder hereof by the acceptance of this Net 
Worth Certificate? and 
(c) This Certificate has been issued in exchange for a 
Promissory Note (hereinafter the "Promissory Note") of even date 
herewith, in the original principal amount of 
^ollars ($ ), executed by Holder in 
favor of Issuer* In the event that the Holder becomes subject 
to any voluntary or involuntary petition under any of the chapters 
of the Bankruptcy Code (Title 11, United States Code) or pursuant 
to a petition or other proceedings under any other state or 
federal law pertaining to insolvency, receivership, reorganization 
or assignment for the benefit of creditors, then the Issuer may, 
in lieu of paying in cash any amounts due hereunder, offset said 
amounts against the amounts then due and payable to Issuer pursuant 
to the Promissory Note* This right of set-off shall remain in 
effect regardless of any transfer or assignment of this Certificate 
to a party other than the Industrial Loan Guaranty Corporation of 
Utah* 
(d) Should there be any default by the Issuer in the payment 
of any amounts owed pursuant to this Net Worth Certificate; or, 
should the note received as consideration for this Net Worth 
Certificate be sold or assigned by to another person; or 
should there be a sale, merger or consolidation of or a 
change in its control then, and in such event, the entire indebted-
ness evidenced hereby shall, at the option of Holder and without 
notice to Issuer, at once become due and payable and may be 
collected forthwith, regardless of the stipulated date of maturity 
hereof. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, has 
caused its corporate name to be hereto subscribed by its President 
and attested by its Secretary, and its corporate seal to be hereto 






The Department of Financial 
Institutions of the State of Utah 
By 
E la ine B. Weis, Corjaissioner 
EXHIBIT "B" 
PROMISSORY NOTE 
$ December , 1984 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned ("Maker") promises to 
pay to , a Utah corporation, 
(hereinafter sometimes referred to as "Holder") in lawful money 
of the United States of America, the total principal sum of 
Dollars ($ ), together 
with interest on the unpaid balance thereof at the rate of ten 
percent (10%) per annum, accruing from and after the date hereof, 
payable as follows: 
Interest shall be paid quarterly on the first day 
of each April, July, October-and January hereafter. 
Principal shall be paid in annual installments of 
$ each, the first such installment being 
due and payable on ., and a like 
installment being due and payable on 
of each succeeding calendar year until 
, at which time all remaining principal and 
accrued interest hereunder shall be paid in full. 
Maker agrees to pay all reasonable attorneys' fees and other 
expenses incurred by in the 
enforcement of any of its rights hereunder whether the default is 
ultimately cured or whether is 
obligated to pursue its legal remedies, including such expenses 
incurred prior to the institution of legal action, during the 
1 0 n 1 o o A 
pendency of such legal action and continuing to include all such 
expenses incurred in connection with any appeal to higher courts 
arising out of legal proceedings to enforce Maker's obligations 
hereunder. 
This Note is given in purchase of a 
Dollar ($. ) Net Worth Certificate of 
dated , and issued to the Maker, 
In the event that becomes subject 
to any voluntary or involuntary petition under any of the chapters 
of the Bankruptcy Code (Title 11, United States Code) or to a 
petition or other proceeding under any other state or federal law 
pertaining to insolvency, receivership, reorganization or assign-
ment for the benefit of creditors, then Maker may, in lieu of 
paying in cash any amounts due hereunder, offset said amounts 
against the amounts then due and payable to Maker pursuant to said 
Net Worth Certificate. This right of set-off shall remain in 
effect regardless of any transfer or assignment of this Note to a 
party other than 
All payments hereunder shall be applied first to accrued 
interest, then to principal. This Note may be prepaid at any time 
without penalty. 
It is hereby expressly agreed that should there be any default 
by Maker in the payment of any amounts owed pursuant to this Note/ 
then, and in such event, the entire indebtedness evidenced hereby 
shall, at the option of Holder and without notice to Maker, at 
once become due and payable and may be collected forthwith, recard-
less of the stipulated date of maturity. 
Maker hereby waives presentment for payment, demand, protest, 
notice of dishonor and nonpayment of this Note and consents to any 
and all extensions of time, renewals, waivers or modifications that 
may be granted by Holder with respect to the payment or other pro-
visions of this Note, and to the release of any security, or any 
part thereof, with or without substitution. 
This Note shall be governed by the laws of the State of Utah. 
The provisions hereof shall be deemed independent and severable, 
and the invalidity or partial invalidity of any one provision or 
portion hereof shall not affect the validity or enforceability of 
any other provision hereof. Time is of the essence of this Note. 
This Note may not be assigned or transferred to anyone other 
than 
• This Note i£ the obligation of the Maker only, and no recourse 
shall be had for the payment thereof or the interest thereon against 
any member, officer or trustee of the Maker, except for assessments 
which may be made against a member of the Maker, pursuant to Title 
7 of the Utah Code Annotated. 
DATED at Salt Lake City, Utah this day of December, 198 4. 
INDUSTRIAL LOAN GUARANTY 
CORPORATION OF UTAH, a 
nonprofit Utah corporation 
By 
CERTIFICATE 
The undersigned duly elected and acting Assistant 
Secretary of the Industrial Loan Guaranty Corporation hereby 
certifies that the following is a true and correct copy of a 
resolution which was unanimously approved by the Executive 
Committee of the Board of Trustees at a meeting participated 
in by a quorum on December 19, 1984: 
Resolved, that, upon approval of the transaction by 
the Commissioner of Financial Institutions of the 
State of Utah, the appropriate officers of the cor-
poration be, and they hereby are, authorized to 
execute and deliver such documents as may be neces-
sary in connection with a transaction in which Larry 
Hendricks and Kent L. Brown are acquiring control of 
Western Heritage-Thrift and Loan and in which the 
Industrial Loan Guaranty Corporation of Utah will 
provide the following kinds of support: 
1. Purchase of up to $2 million of net 
worth certificates at various times over the 
period of approximately a year, with the 
amount to be dependent upon the infusion of 
additional capital by the buyers and the 
performance of the company. The net worth 
certificates will be effective for ten years 
and mature thereafter over a period of eiaht years 
2. Reimburse Western Heritage up to $200,000 
for credit losses in excess of $750,000 sustained 
on assets existing at the time of the transaction, 
DATED this 20th day of December, 1984. 






OAVIO K. WATKISS 
ROBERT S. CAMPBELL. JR. 
JAMES P. COWLEY 
HERSCHEL J . SAPERSTEIN 
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December 20, 1984 
TELEPHONE 
(80i) 3 6 3 3 3 0 0 
CABLE: W A T C A M 
Or COUNSEL 
ZAP E. HAYES 
RICHARD B. FERRARI 
Larry R. Hendricks, CPA 
285 West North Temple, Suite 202 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103 
Dear Mr. Hendricks: 
A legal opinion of this firm as counsel for the Industrial 
Loan Guaranty Corporation (hereafter "ILGC") has been requested 
in connection with the transaction in which you and Kent L. 
Brown will acquire control of Western Heritage Thrift and Loan, 
with certain assistance to be provided by the ILGC. The Agree-
ment entered into with the ILGC requires that.the ILGC obtain 
from its counsel an opinion with respect to its authority to 
participate in the transaction in accordance with the Agreement. 
In rendering the following opinion, this firm has analyzed 
and considered the applicable statutes and the Articles of 
Incorporation-and Bylaws of th6 ILGC, the Agreement referred to 
above, and the supporting resolution of the Executive Committee 
of the Board of Trustees of the ILGC. 
It is the opinion of the undersigned that the ILGC has the 
authority to purchase Net Worth Certificates and provide a 
$200,000 credit loss reimbursement as provided for in the 
Agreement. 
The opinion set forth above is based upon our best judgment 
and has been arrived at after considering the law and pertinent 
facts. Obviously we cannot and do not warrant our conclusions 
and we cannot and do not assure you that a court or other judicial 
or administrative entity will agree with our conclusions or will 
arrive at the same conclusions. 
No opinion is expressed with respect to whether there are 
or will in the future be sufficient assets to enable the ILGC to 
perform the obligations incurred in connection with this trans-
action or other transactions past, present or future. 
1 0 n 1 o o rr 
WATKISS & CAMPBELL 
Larry R. Hendricks, CPA 
December 20, 1984 
Page Two 
If you have questions about anything contained herein or 
wish to discuss these matters further, we will be pleased to 
hear from you. 
Very truly yours, 
WATKISS & CAMPBELL 
!J '3 (J 
Philip C. Pugsley 
PCP:fjk 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
.•FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE : OF LAW, AND ORDER APPROVING 
POSSESSION BY COMMISSIONER OF : PLAN OF LIQUIDATION 
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS OF 
WESTERN HERITAGE THRIFT AND LOAN: C i v i l No. C 8 6 - 7 2 5 3 
: J u d o e R i c h a r d H. M o f f a t 
The " M o t i o n f o r O r d e r A p p r o v i n g P l a n of R e o r g a n i z a t i o n 
a n d L i q u i d a t i o n " of E l a i n e B . W e i s , C o m m i s s i o n e r of F i n a n c i a l 
I n s t i t u t i o n s ( " C o m m i s s i o n e r " ) , i n p o s s e s s i o n of W e s t e r n H e r i t a g e 
T h r i f t and Loan ( " W e s t e r n H e r i t a g e " ) , was c a l l e d f o r h e a r i n g a t 
t h e a p p o i n t e d t i m e and p l a c e of 1 0 : 0 0 a . m . on T h u r s d a y , A p r i l 2 , 
1 9 8 7 , b e f o r e t h e H o n o r a b l e R i c h a r d H. M o f f a t , D i s t r i c t J u d g e . 
The C o m m i s s i o n e r i n p o s s e s s i o n of W e s t e r n H e r i t a g e was r e p r e s e n t -
ed by B r y c e H. P e t t e y , A s s i s t a n t A t t o r n e y G e n e r a l . A l s o e n t e r -
i n g a p p e a r a n c e s w e r e : L o w e l l V* S u m m e r h a y s , E s q . , r e p r e s e n t i n g a 
.:-,405 
FiLZD Irj CLE!iT3 OFFICE 
Sal; Lake C:tv. Utth 
APR 2 3 1987 
.' i. wi .xn H r.c'.i/./^ier'f^Zrc D'St. Court 
E x h i b i t 5 
group of depositors in Western Heritage; Philip C. Pugsleyf Esq.f 
WATKISS & CAMPBELL, representing the Commissioner in possession 
of the Industrial Loan Guaranty Corporation ("ILGC"); Carl J. 
Nemelkaf Esq., representing himself and certain taxpayers object-
ing to the use of any State funds in the proposed plan of liqui-
dation; and Michael J, Wilkins, Esq., LARSEN & WILKINS, repre-
senting Kent L. Brown, an owner of Western Heritage, and also 
representing a group of depositors in Western Heritage, Numerous 
depositors of Western Heritage were also present in the court-
room. 
Also heard at the same time were the Commissioner's 
motions for orders approving plans of liquidation (similar to the 
plan of liquidation proposed for Western Heritage) for Charter 
Thrift d Loan and for Western Heritage Thrift and Loan. Vari-
ous counsel entered appearances for persons interested in those 
proceedings, and numerous depositors from those institutions were 
also present. 
The Court took oral testimony from Commissioner Weis 
and received into evidence certain exhibits introduced during the 
Commissioner's testimony. The Commissioner also offered certain 
minor amendments to the proposed plan of liquidation. The Court 
also considered written objections filed with the Court prior to 
the hearing, and received comments from those present who wished 
to address the Court on matters relevant to the hearing. 
I^ ior to presenting evidence in support of the proposed 
plan of liquidation, counsel for the Commissioner stipulated to 
the Court that the State would not assert approval of the pro-
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posed plan of liquidation by the Court as a defense to bar any 
claims against the State, its agencies, departments, officers or 
employees, by any depositors, creditors, or other who might have 
claims against the State for losses suffered due to the insolven-
cy of Western Heritage. 
The Court having considered the testimony of the 
Commissioner, the exhibits entered into evidence, the pleadings, 
and the representations made at the hearing, and considering 
itself well-advised in the premises, it now enters the following: 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. Elaine B. Weis, Commissioner of Financial 
Institutions, took possession of Western Heritage on September 
22, 1986, with this Court entering an Order to that effect on the 
same datj. 
2. Deposits in Western Heritage were guaranteed by the 
ILGC pursuant to Chapter 8a of Title 7, Utah Code Ann. 
3. On July 31, 1986, pursuant to an Order entered by 
this Court on that same date, the Commissioner took possession of 
the ILGC in proceedings styled In re the possession of the Indus-
trial Loan Guaranty Corporation of Utah by the Commissioner of 
Financial Institutions of the State of Utah, Civ. No. C86-5924 
(Third Judicial District Court for the County of Salt Lake, State 
of Utah) . 
4. Upon taking possession of the ILGC, the 
Commissioner issued and order, with the approval of the Jovernor 
and pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 7-2-19(1) (1982), prohibiting 
Western Heritage from making payments to any creditors, including 
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payments to any depositors, except for those with regular savings 
accounts, who could make limited withdrawals of minimal amounts 
or for medical or educational emergencies. The order was renewed 
at the end of September, 1986, to permit those with certificates 
of deposit to convert their deposits to regular savings accounts 
and thus make the limited withdrawals. The Order was renewed at 
the end of November, 1986, but the authorization to make with-
drawals was withdrawn in mid-January 1987. The Order suspending 
payments to creditors, without any provision for withdrawals by 
depositors, was renewed at the end of January 1987 and at the 
end of March 19 87. 
5. Since taking possession of the ILGC, the 
Commissioner has taken possession of four (4) additional thrift 
and loar institutions under the^  jurisdiction of this same Court: 
Commerce Financial (In the Matter of the Possession by the Com-
missioner of Financial Institutions of Commerce Financial/ Civ. 
No. C87-0056); Charter Thrift & Loan ("Charter") (In the Matter 
of the Possession by the Commissioner of Financial Institutions 
of Charter Thrift and Loan. Civ. No. C87-0057); Interlake Thrift 
("Interlake") (In the Matter of the Possession by the Commission-
er of Financial Institutions of USA Financial dba Interlake 
Thrift, Civ. No. C86-6610); and Western Heritage Thrift & Loan 
("Western Heritage") (In the Matter of the Possession by the 
Commissioner of Financial Institutions of Copper State Thrift 
and uoan, Civ. No. C87-0058). 
6. Since taking possession of the ILGC, the 
Commissioner has attempted to find someone to buy or merge with 
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Western Heritage, or buy its assets at a price that would be more 
beneficial to the depositors than liquidation. The Commissioner 
has at times considered merging Western Heritage with four other 
thrift and loan institutions in her possession to create one 
thrift with insurance of deposits from the Federal Deposit In-
surance Corporation ("F.D.I.C.") , having the five merged thrifts 
taken over by Williamsburg Savings Bank, and having the five 
merged thrifts become Olympus State Bank, For various reasons, 
none of these plans or any others the Commissioner may have 
considered have proved feasible. 
7. The Commissioner has concluded that liquidation of 
Western Heritage is the only now available option for Western 
Heritage. 
8. The Governor created a committee composed of 
depositors in the five (5) thrift and loan institutions in the 
Commissioner's possession and prominent individuals with various 
professional backgrounds. This committee listened to and studied 
various proposals regarding all five (5) institutions, and then 
issued a report in which they unanimously recommended that West-
ern Heritage be liquidated as soon as possible. 
9. A "Notice of Need to File Claims" required by Utah 
Code Ann, § 7-2-6(2) (Supp. 1986) was printed in The Salt Lake 
Tribune and the Deseret News on April 19, 1987, for Charter, 
Copper State, Commerce Financial, Interlake, and Western Heri-
tage. As a result, the total amount of the claims against each 
of these thrift and loan institutions will be known by October 
19, 1987. 
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10. Utah Code Ann. § 7-2-16 (1982) prohibits payment 
of any "interim ratable dividends" from the assets of Western 
Heritage until after the expiration of the date set for the 
presentation of claims, but that statute was passed when Utah 
Code Ann. § 7-2-15 (1982) prohibited any preference on payment of 
claims except necessary and proper costs of administration. Utah 
Code Ann. § 7-2-15 (1982) has been amended, and now provides for 
nine classes of claims and sets the priorities for each. The 
first four classes in order of priorities are (a) secured credi-
tors, (b) administrative costs, (c) unsecured claims for wages 
not exceeding $2,000 for each individual, and (d) claims of 
depositors. (Utah Code Ann. § 7-2-15 (S.B. No. 167, 1987 Gen. 
Sess.).) 
11. The Commissioner's "Motion for Order Approving 
Plan of Reorganization and Liquidation" contains a proposed a 
plan of liquidation for Western Heritage ("the Plan"). A copy of 
the motion containing the Plan, and a notice of hearing on the 
motion, was sent to all depositors and creditors of record as 
ordered previously by this Court. 
1 2 . Under t h e P l a n : 
a. A liquidator will be appointed by the 
Commissioner withing sixty (60) days of the approval of the plan 
of liquidation by this Court. Actions of the Liquidator will be 
subject to review by the Commissioner and by this Court. The 
liquidator will proceed to liquidate the assets of Western Heri-
tage in an orderly manner. By amendment to the Plan offered 
during the Commissioner's testimony, cash distributions will be 
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made by the liquidator every six (6) months in April and October 
if the amount of cash on hand equals three per centum (3%) of the 
deposit liabilities, or upon further motion to this Court by the 
liquidator. 3y a further amendment offered during the Commis-
sioner's testimony, if an account balance at any time is below 
fifty dollars ($50.00), the liquidator will pay the entire bal-
ance of that account at the next distribution to eliminate bur-
densome and costly accounting for such small accounts, thereby 
reducing administrative costs. 
b. An immediate cash distribution of the cash on 
hand in Western Heritage will be made to depositors of Western 
Heritage on a pro rata basis, based upon the ratio ot the cash on 
July 31, 1986, plus the total amount of withdrawals since July 
31, 19-6, to the total of the deposits in Western Heritage on 
July 31, 1986. Any cash withdrawn by a depositor since July 31, 
1986 will be offset against the amount of cash to which that 
depositor would otherwise be entitled under this first cash 
distribution. The amount of this first cash distribution, which 
is to be an "advance" against the "interim ratable dividends" 
permitted under Utah Code Ann. § 7-2-16 (1982) , is expected to be 
approximately 9* per dollar of deposits, less any cash withdraw-
als since July 31, 1986. The Commissioner has determined that 
the estate of Western Heritage can make this "advance", which 
will alleviate some of the financial hardships that have been 
prohibiting Western Heritage from paying any creditors or deposi-
tors became effective on July 31, 1986, and that the estate of 
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Western Heritage wi l l s t i l l have suf f ic ient a sse t s on hand to pay 
claims of a higher p r io r i t y under Utah Code Ann. § 7-2-15 (S.B. 
No. 167 (1987 Gen. Sess.) . 
c . The l iquidator may finance the sale of real 
e s t a t e owned by Western Heritage for up to five (5) years , but 
any real e s t a t e not sold by the l iqu ida tor within two (2) years 
after t i t l e comes into the possession of Western Heritage shal l 
be auctioned off at the highest p r i ce . 
d. Upon a determination of the t o t a l amount of the 
claims against the five (5) t h r i f t and loan i n s t i t u t i o n s in the 
Commissioner's possession, the Commissioner wi l l be able to 
determine what port ion of the ILGC's remaining funds should be 
paid to Western Heri tage 's depos i tors . A plan of d i s t r ibu t ion of 
the ILG -' s funds wi l l be presented a t tha t time in the ILGC 
possessory proceedings, and, if approved by the Court in those 
proceedings, those ILGC funds approved for d i s t r i bu t ion to West-
ern Heri tage!s deposi tors wi l l then be d i s t r ibu ted to Western 
Her i tage 's depos i tors . 
e. The State of Utah has made avai lable five million 
dol la rs ($5,000,000.00) to a s s i s t the Commissioner in plans of 
l iqu ida t ion or r e h a b i l i t a t i o n for t h r i f t and loan i n s t i t u t i o n s in 
the Commissioner's possession pursuant to S.B. No. 1, 4th Spec. 
Sess. (1986) ("the State funds") . The State funds can only be 
used in a plan of the Commissioner approved by the Governor and 
the Court. Under the Plan, a portion of the State funds would be 
reserved to pay adminis t rat ive costs of the various plans of 
l iqu ida t ion or r e h a b i l i t a t i o n , with the remainder of the funds 
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being used irW£ach plan on a pro ra ta bas i s , based on t i t r a t i o n 
of the t o t a l deposits of each i n s t i t u t i o n on July 31, 1986, to 
the t o t a l deposi ts on July 31 , 1986 of a l l t h r i f t and loan i n s t i -
tu t ions in the Commissioner's possession. That portion of the 
State funds a l locable to Western Heritage wi l l be paid on a pro 
ra ta bas is to Western Heri tagefs deposi tors , based upon the 
account balance of a depositor on July 31 , 1986 to the to ta l 
deposits in Western Heritage on July 31, 1986, and, if ass is tance 
from the Sta te funds is not necessary for any other t h r i f t and 
loans besides the five (5) now in the Commissioner's possession, 
tha t d i s t r i bu t i on from the Sta te funds is expected to be about 
4.5C for each $1.00 on deposi t . I t i s expected that the plan of 
the Commissioner that wi l l implement the placing of that portion 
of the State funds al locable to Western Heritage into Western 
Heritage wi l l provide for the Sta te to buy assets of Western 
Heri tage, which asse ts wi l l then belong to the State of Utah. 
13. A group representing taxpayers of the State of 
Utah has moved to intervene in these proceedings for the purpose 
of rais ing a cons t i tu t iona l challenge to the use of a portion ot 
the five million dol lars ($5,000,000,00) appropriated by the Utah 
State Legis lature (S.R. Mo. l , ' 4 t h Spec. Sess. (1986)) ("the 
State funds") in the plan of l i qu ida t i on . 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. The "advance" against the "interim ratable 
dividend" does not violate the provisions of Utah Code Ann. § 7-
2-15 (1982)• 
2. Subject to the reservation in paragraph 3 below of 
these Conclusions of Law, in recommending the proposed plan of 
liquidation, as amended in open court, the Commissioner has not 
acted arbitrarily, capriciously, fraudulently, or otherwise 
contrary to law, as must be shown pursuant to Utah Code Ann, § 7-
2-2 (Supp. 1986) if this Court is to reject to proposed plan. 
3. The objection by the group moving to intervene in 
these proceedings to that part of the plan of liquidation which 
envisions using a portion of the State funds does raise a ques-
tion as to whether the use of those funds would be "otherwise 
contrary to law". 
ORDER 
1. The plan of liquidation, as amended in open court, 
is approved, subject to the provisions in paragraph 2 below of 
this Order. 
2. The Court reserves ruling on the approval of the 
use of the State funds until after a hearing is held on the 
motion -f the taxpayers to intervene and possible subsequent 
hearing on the constitutional challenge. 
3. The Court notes and reserves ruling on the claim of 
Mr. Brown as to his rights in the license of Western Heritage. 
4. The Court reserves ruling on the claim of Mr. 
Wilkins as to his reservation of the right to brief the issue of 
whether Utah Code Ann. § 7-2-18(3) (S.B. No. 1, 4th Spec. Sess. 
(1986)), until the Court determines whether his claim should be 
brought in these proceedings. // 
DATED this 
KlCI^ ytf) H'.'MOFFAT 
Districl/jujfl/e 
/ ^ ATTEST 
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Telephone: (801) 533-5319 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
In the 'litter of the : Motion and Order Approving 
Possession by the Commissioner : Sale of the License of Wesfern 
of Financial Institutions of : Heritage Thrift and Loan to 
Western Heritage Thrift : Conduct Business as an 
and Loan Co. : Industrial Loan Corporation 
: Civil No. C86-7253 
: Honorable Richard H. Moffat 
MOTION 
The Commissioner, by and through his counsel of 
record, Bryce H. Pettey, Esq., hereby moves the above-entitled 
court, ex parte, pursuant to the provisions of Section 7-2-2, 
Utah Code Annotated, to approve the sale of the license of 
Western Heritage Thrift and Loan Co. to conduct business as an 
industrial loan corporation for the reasons and upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions set forth in the Findings, 
Conclusions and Order approving purchase of the license of 
Western Heritage Thrift and Loan Co. to conduct business as an 
industrial loan corporation dated May 7, 1987, a copy of which 
is attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by 
reference. 
DATED this £f\ day of May, 1987. 
BRYt£ *£ PETTEY, ESQ. \J t 
Attorney for George R. Sutton, 
Commissioner of Financial Institutions 
in Possession of 
Western Heritage Thrift and Loan Co. 
ORDER 
The Court having read the foregoing Motion, and on the 
basis of the Findings, Conclusions and Order approving the 
purchase of the license of Western Heritage Thrift and Loan Co. 
to conduct business as an industrial loan corporation dated 
May 7, 1987, signed by George R. Sutton, Commissioner of 
Financial Institutions. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Commissioner of 
Financial Institutions for the State of Utah is hereby 
authorized to sell the license of Western Heritage Thrift and 
Loan Co. to conduct business as an industrial loan corporation 
on the terms and subj ct to the conditions set forth in the 
Findings, Conclusions and Order dated May 7, 1987, a copy of 
which is attached hereto, and said purchase and sale and the 
terms and conditions of said Findings, Conclusions and Order 
are hereby approved, confirmed and ratified. 
DATED this day of May, 1987. 
/ 






I. Utah Code Ann. § 7-1-103: Definitions (19) "Insolvent" 
means the status of a financial institution which is unable to meet 
its obligations as they mature. 
II. Utah Code Ann. § 7-1-305: Final Decisions on 
Applications for . . . Acquisition and Changes in Control of 
Financial Institutions: 
(1) The commissioner shall make final decisions 
consistent with the purposes and provisions of this title 
on behalf of the department upon all applications to the 
department for approval of new institutions, branches, 
relocation, mergers or consolidation, acquisitions and 
changes in control of institutions subject to the 
jurisdiction of the department. 
III. Utah Code Ann. § 7-1-703: Restrictions on Acquisition of 
Institutions . . . Authority of Commissioner: 
(1) Unless the commissioner gives prior written 
approval under the provisions of Section 7-1-705, no 
person may: 
(a)' acquire, directly or indirectly, 
control of a depository institution or deposi-
tory institution holding company subject to 
the jurisdiction of the department; 
(c) acquire all or substantially all of 
the assets of a depositor institution or a 
depository institution holding company subject 
to the jurisdiction of the department; 
(d) assume the deposit liabilities of a 
depository institution subject to the juris-
diction of the department. 
(g) acquire, directly or indirectly, the 
voting or nonvoting securities of a depository 
institution or a depository institution hold-
ing company subject to the jurisdiction of the 
department if the acquisition would result in 
the person obtaining more than 20% of tho 
authorized voting securities of the institu-
tion if the nonvoting securities were convert-
ed into voting securities; . . . . 
IV. Utah Code Ann. § 7-1-705: Approval Required for Certain 
Transactions. 
(1) No person may enter into any of the transac-
tions described in Sections 7-1-702 and 7-1-703 or make 
any public offer to do so unless the person first 
complies with this section. 
(2) An applicant . . . shall File with the 
Commissioner: 
(a) an application in a form prescribed 
by the commissioner; 
(3) The commissioner may disapprove any application 
filed under this section if he finds: 
[(a) - (e) list of criteria] . . . . 
V. Utah Code Ann. § 7-2-1: Supervisory actions by 
commissioner — Grounds — Mergers or acquisitions authorized by 
commissioner — Possession of business and property taken by 
commissioner. 
(1) An institution under the jurisdiction of the 
department shall be subject to supervisory actions by the 
commissioner under this chapter or Chapter 19 if the 
commissioner, with or without an administrative hearing, 
finds that: 
* * * 
(c) an institution or other person is 
conducting its business in an unauthorized or 
unsafe manner, or is practicing deception upon 
its depositors, members, or the public, or is 
engaging in conduct injurious to its deposi-
tors, members or the public; 
(d) an institution or other person has 
been notified by its primary account insurer 
of the insurer's intention to initiate pro-
ceedings to terminate such insurance or is 
otherwise not in a sound and safe condition to 
transact its business; 
* * * 
(k) the remedies provided in section 7-
1-307 [cease and desist orders], 7-1-308 
[supervision or removal of director or 
officer], 7-1-309 [remedial action by unsound 
institution - assistance by insurers] are 
ineffective or impracticable to protect the 
interest of depositors, creditors, or members 
of the institution or other person, or to 
protect the interests of the public. 
(2) If the commissioner finds that any of the 
conditions set forth in Subsections 7-2-1(1)(a) through 
(j) exist with respect to an institution under the 
jurisdiction of the department, and if the commissioner 
also finds that an order issued pursuant to § 7-1-307, 7-
1-308, or 7-1-313 would not adequately protect the 
interest of the institution's depositors, creditors, 
members, or other interested persons from all dangers 
presented by the conditions found to exist, . . . he may; 
* * * 
(b) take possession of the institution 
or other person subject to the jurisdiction of 
the department with or without a court order, 
if an acquisition of control of, a merger 
with, an acquisition of all or a portion of 
the assets of, or an assumption of all or a 
portion of the liabilities of the institution 
or other person without taking possession does 
not appear to him to be practicable. Upon 
taking possession, the commissioner is vested 
by operation of law with the title to and the 
right to possession of all assets the 
business, and property of the institution or 
other person subject to court order made under 
§ 7-2-3. While in possession of an 
institution or other person, the commissioner, 
or any receiver or liquidator appointed by 
him, may exercise or all of the rights, 
powers, and authorities granted to the 
commissioner under the provisions of this 
chapter, or may give effect to the acquisition 
of control of, the merger with, the 
acquisition of all or a portion of the assets 
of, or the assumption of all or a portion of 
the liability of an institution or other 
person subject to the jurisdiction of the 
department, under the provisions of Chapter 
19. 
(3) No action of the commissioner under this 
section may be enjoined or set aside without a finding, 
after notice and hearing, that the action is arbitrary, 
capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise contrary 
to law. 
VI. Utah Code Ann. § 7-2-2: Jurisdiction of district court -
- Supervision of action of commissioner in possession — Authority 
of commissioner and court. 
* * * 
(2) Before taking possession of an institution or 
other person under his jurisdiction, or within a 
reasonable time after taking possession of an institution 
or other person without court order, as provided in this 
chapter, the commissioner shall cause to be commenced in 
the appropriate district court an action to provide the 
court supervisory jurisdiction to review the actions of 
the commissioner. 
(3) The actions of the commissioner are subject to 
review of the court. The court has jurisdiction to hear 
all objections to the actions of the commissioner and may 
rule upon all motions and actions coming before it. 
Standing to seek review of any action of the commissioner 
or any receiver or liquidator appointed by him is limited 
to persons whose rights, claims, or interests in the 
institution would be adversely affected by the action. 
(4) The authority of the commissioner under this 
chapter is of an administrative and not judicial 
receivership. The court may not overrule a determination 
or decision of the commissioner if it is not arbitrary, 
capricious, fraudulent, or contrary to law. If the court 
overrules an action of the commissioner, the matter shall 
be remanded to the 'commissioner for a new determination 
by him, and the new determination shall be subject to 
court review. 
VII. Utah Code Ann. § 7-2-3: Action for injunction against 
commissioner in possession — Procedure — Appeal. 
(1) Whenever any institution or other person 
considers itself aggrieved by the taking under Subsection 
7-2-1(2) (b) , it may within 10 days after the taking apply 
to the court to enjoin further proceedings, and the 
court, after citing the commissioner to show cause why 
further proceedings should not be enjoined and after 
hearing the allegations and proofs of the parties and 
determining the facts, may dismiss the application or, if 
the court finds the taking to be arbitrary, capricious, 
an abuse of discretion or otherwise contrary to law, 
enjoin the commissioner from further proceedings and 
direct him to surrender possession in such manner and 
upon such terms as the court may designate .in the public 
interest. 
(2) An appeal may be taken by the commissioner or 
by the institution from the judgment of the court as 
provided by law . . . 
VIII. Utah Code Ann. § 7-8a-18(2): Notice of Possession 
Commissioner — Regulation and Examination of Operations 
Commissioner . . . 
(2) The operation of the guaranty corporation shall 
at all times be subject to the regulation of the commis-
sioner and his duly designated representatives . . . . 
IX. Utah Code Ann. § 7-19-1: Definitions. 
(1) "Failing or failed depository institution" 
means a depository institution under the jurisdiction of 
the department: 
(a) regarding which the commissioner 
makes a finding that any of the conditions set 
forth in Subsections 7-2-1(1)(a) through (j) 
exist; 
(b) which meets the requirements of 
Subsection 7-2-1(1)(k); 
(c) whose shareholders have consented to 
a supervisory action by the commissioner 
pursuant to Subsection 7-2-1(2); 
(d) which is in the possession of the 
commissioner, or any receiver or liquidator 
appointed by him, pursuant to Chapter 2; or 
(e) which, if a thrift institution, has 
its application for acceptance denied by a 
federal deposit insurance agency or the 
Federal Reserve, or receives notice from a 
federal deposit insurance agency or the 
Federal Reserve that denial of its application 
has been or will be recommended. 
X. Utah Code Ann. § 7-20-1: Legislative findings 
declarations. 
(1) The Legislature finds and declares that: 
(a) the economic well=being of the 
citizens and communities depends on the 
stability and reliability of the financial 
institutions in the state; 
(b) Thrift institutions currently in the 
possession of the commissioner are 
inadequately capitalized to fully protect 
their depositors7 funds. 
(c) The industrial loan guaranty 
corporation is in the possession of the 
commissioner and is adequately funded to 
insure the deposits in member thrift 
institutions; 
(d) The public trust in financial 
institutions generally would be undermined if 
the commissioner were unable to maximize the 
return of depositors from funds in the thrift 
institutions in the possession of the 
commissioner; and 
(e) Commerce in the state of Utah would 
be adversely affected by the insolvencies of 
individual depositors that may result from 
their inability to maximize the return of 
their deposits from the thrift institutions in 
the possession of the commissioner. 
(2) It is, therefore, the purpose of this act is to 
facilitate the reorganization, liquidation, or 
disposition of the assets of the thrift institutions in 
possession of the commissioner in order to maximize the 
return of funds to depositors. 
XI. Utah Code Ann. § 63-30-3: Immunity of governmental 
entity from suit. (1) Except as may be otherwise provided in this 
chapter, all governmental entities are immune from suit from any 
injury which results from the exercise of a governmental function 
XII. Utah Code Ann. § 63-30-5: Waiver of immunity' as to 
contractual obligations. (1) Immunity from suit of all governmen-
tal entities is waived as to any contractual obligation . . . 
XIII. Utah Code Ann. § 63-30-10: Waiver of immunity for injury 
caused by negligent act or omission of employee—Exceptions—Waiver 
for injury caused by violation of fourth amendment rights 
[Effective until July 1, 1990]. 
(1) Immunity from suit of all governmental entities 
is waived for injury proximately caused by a negligent 
act or omission of an employee committed within the scope 
of employment except if the injury: 
(a) arises out of the exercise or 
performance or the failure to exercise or 
perform a discretionary function, whether or 
not the discretion is abused; or 
* * * 
(c) arises out of the issuance, denial, 
suspension, or revocation of, or by the 
failure or refusal to issue, deny, suspend, or 
revoke, any permit, license, certificate, 
approval, order, or similar authorization; or 
(d) arises out of a failure to make an 
inspection or by reason of making an 
inadequate or negligent inspection of any 
property; or 
* * * 
(f) arises out of a misrepresentation by 
the employee whether or not it is negligent or 
intentional; or . . . 
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Attorney General 
STEPHEN G. SCHWENDIMAN #2891 
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BRYCE H. PETTEY #2593 
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Tax & Business Regulation Division 
Attorneys for Elaine B. Weis, 
Commissioner of Financial I ns t i t u t i ons 
130 State Capitol Bui lding 
Salt Lake C i t y , Utah 84114 
Telephone: (801) 533-5319 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
IN THE MATTER OF THE POSSESSION : NOTICE OF FILING OF PETITION 
BY THE COMMISSIONER OF FINANCIAL : AND OF NEED TO FILE OBJECTIONS 
INSTITUTIONS OF WESTERN HERITAGE : THERETO WITHIN TEN DAYS 
THRIFT AND LOAN COMPANY : 
: Civil No. CM-72C^ 
TO ALL PARTIES OF RECORD: 
Notice is hereby given tha t the Peti t ion which is attached hereto has 
been f i led with the Court. Any objection to approval of the Peti t ion should 
be filed in writing with tne Court and served upon Counsel for the Pe t i t ioner , 
Bryce Pettey, Assistant Attorney General, 130 State Capitol Building, Salt 
Lake City, Utah 84114, within ten days from the date hereof. If no such 
objection is f i l e d wi th in said ten-day period, the matter w i l l be presented to 
the Court for consideration without a hearing. 
DATED th is Tlfj day of September, 1986. 
BRYCE PtITEY J 
Counsel to the Commissioner of 
Financial I ns t i t u t i ons 
State of Utah 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby cer t i fy that the foregoing NOTICE OF FILING OF PETITION AND OF 
NEED TO FILE OBJECTIONS THERETO WITHIN TEN DAYS was served upon the following 
Dy hand delivering a true and correct copy on t h i s ^ t h day of Ai±ay*t^  1986. 
Mr. Larry Hendricks, President 
Western Heritage Thrif t & Loan Co. 
9383 South 700 East 
Sandy, Utah 84070 
I hereby cer t i fy that on this <93^ day of September, 1986, I did 
receive a copy of the NOTICE OF FILING OF PETITION AND OF NEED TO FILE 
03JECTI0NS THERETO WITHIN TEN DAYS. 
LARRY HENWUCKS, President ot 
Western Heritage Thrift and Loan Co. 
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 
IN THE STATE OF UTAH 
•coooOoooo* 
In Ro: WESTERN HERITAGE THRIFT AND 
LOAN CGIPAHT", a Utah I n d u s t r i a l 
Loan Corporation, and A . I . D 
FINANCIAL CORPORATION, a A / a 
WESTERN HERITAGE CAPITAL CORPORATION, 
a UUh Financial I n s t i t u t i o n Holding 





1 Western Heritage Thrift and Loan Company ('the Thrift") 1s an 
industria loan corporation chartered by and subject to the jurisdiction or 
hpD^artment of Financial Institutions of the State of Utah "the 
D n a r S T The Thrift 1s a wholly-owned subsidiary of Western Heritage 
rllYtS CorDoration ("the Holding Company") which was previously known as 
A V l U f \ n ^ C o r 9 i r i S o n 9 which 1s a financial Institution holding company 
subject to the jurisdiction of the Department. 
2 On or about May 16, 1984, the Department served upon the Thrift and the 
\ , . f l J n n ' , w0tice of Adjudicative Proceedings. On June 15, 1904, the 
K « tLn^T^el led 5nee.nswer fro. the Thrift and Holding Company f i t t i n g 
that: (JMii y /2./<W-""-"-
The Thrift had not maintained adequate capital to comply with the 
r e q u i r e s of Section 7-8-5(5) O.C.A. and Regulation IU:012 for at 
least 90 days prior to the date of the answer. 
b The Thrift has outstanding loans or extensions of credit 
exceeding 10% of the Thrift's total capital, in violation of Section 
7-8-5(1) U.C.A. 
c The Thrift i s paying the Holding Company management fees of 
aDDroximately $7,000 per monthJn_or.der_for„tiie_.HoLding_Comp_any_t^pjy_ 
i ts board fees , salaries, expenses relating to shareholder 
communications, legal fees and debt service. These payments from the 
Thrift are the Holding Company's only source of income. The fees were 
imorooer in view of the fact that the Thrift had never been 
orofitable The answer did not deny that there was no substantiation 
that management services were actually-rendered by the Holding Company 
to the Thrift to just i fy these fees. 
d The Holding Company is insolvent, owing $431,512 as of January 
31* 1984 and having no source of income pay its debts other than 
anticipated future earnings from the Thrift and the sale of additional 
securities in the Holding Company. 
Q. The Holding Company Issued approximately $113,000 1n debentures 
find promissory notes tfhkh ors securities without <sn offering circular 
having been approved by the Department or supplied to the purchasers 1n 
violation of Section 7-1-503 U.C.A. and Depsrtssnt Regulation MR:COS. 
3. Since the aforementioned ansrer was f i l ed , tho condition of the Thrift 
has deteriorated substantially, Tho latest audit report delivered to the 
Department states that as of June 30f 1934, the Thrift's nst worth had 
deteriorated to a negative $.107^570^ rendering 1t Insolvent, The report 
further showed that the Thrift operated at a loss of $1,237,464 for the 1984 
fiscal year as compared to an operating loss of $287,631 for the prior fiscal 
year. The holding company 1s now delinquent 1n paying i ts debts with no 
foreseeable source of Income, The plan to Issue additional stock has 
apparently been abandoned. 
4. The Thrift 1s currently conducting Its business in an unauthorized and 
unsafe manner and is not in a sound and safe condition to continue operating 
1n Its present condition. 
5. The remedies provided in Section 7-1-307, 7-1-303, or 7-1-313 would Jbe 
ineffective to restore either the Thrift to a safe and sound "condition in 
which to continue in business. 
6. On November 5, 1984, notice was given to the Thrift and the Holding 
Company that because each had become or was about to become Insolvent, the 
Coiirnissioner of Financial Institutions intended to begin soliciting offers for 
merger or purchase from other parties and would divulge any information 
concerning the condition of the Thrift and the Holding Company as might be 
necessary to prepare a proposal for purchase or merger to submit to the 
Commissioner. 
7. Since delivering the Notice described in the preceding paragraph, the 
Commissioner has sought merger or acquisition proposals from every party which 
she knew was interested or thought might be interested. To date, only one 
offer to acquire assets and l iabi l i t ies of the Thrift and Holding Company has 
been received by the Department. This offer has been made by Larry R. 
Hendricks and Kent Brown {"the Acquirors"), and has been reduced to a separate 
wrJJLterw~agreement~with~-the .Department. The Acquirors have also negotiated a 
separate agreement with the Industrial Loan Guaranty Corporation which has 
been reviewed and not disapproved by the Department. 
8. By virtue of the cash infusions which would result from the acquisition 
by the Acquirors accepting their offer would benefit the depositors, creditors 
and owners of the Thrift and would not expose the ILGC to any additional 
substantial risk. As such, the aforementioned acquisition is~a~preferable 
option to closing and liquidating the Thrift at the-present" time. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1 . The Commissioner of Financial Institutions of the State of Utah has 
•nade findings with respect to the Thrift in accordance with Sections 
7-2-l(1)(b), (c ) , (d), (e) , ( f ) , and (k) of the Utah Code Annotated (1953). 
2. The Contrafssloner 1u caproercd to authorize and requlra the Holding 
Company to convey to Larry R. Hsndrkfcs and Kent Drcvn all of the stccfc 1n 
Western Heritage Thrift and Loan Company pursuant to authority of Section 
7-2-1(2){a) U.C.A. 
Q3DER 
Oy virtus of tho foregoing Findings and Conclusions, the Ccomissloner of 
Financial Institutions of the State of Utah, pursuant to Action 7-2-1(2)(a), 
of the Utah Code Annotated, hereby authorizes and requires that all stock in 
tfestern Heritage Thrift and Loan Company held or claimed or tit led 1n the natae 
of Western Heritage Capital Corporation be conveyed to Larry R. Henricks and 
Kent Drown, effective Iroediately. 
DATED this $& day of December, 1984 
ELAINE B. HEIS, Commissioner 
Department of Financial Institutions 
State of Utah 
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DAVID L. WILKINSON #3472 
Attorney General 
STEPHEN G. SCHWENDIMAN #2891 
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Attorneys for Elaine B. Weis, 
Commissioner of Financial I ns t i t u t i ons 
130 State Capitol Bui ld ing 
Salt Lake C i t y , Utah 84114 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
IN THE MATTER OF THE POSSESSION 
BY THE COMMISSIONER OF FINANCIAL 
INSTITUTIONS OF WESTERN HERITAGE 
THRIFT AND LOAN CO. 
PETITION FOR ORDER APPROVING 
POSSESSION OF WESTERN HERITAGE 
THRIFT AND LOAN CO. 
Civ i l No 
Judg 4 
N f *N • « 4 
- , — t \ 
Elaine B. Weis, Commissioner of Financial I ns t i t u t i ons of the State of 
Utah, pe t i t i ons the Court as fo l lows: 
1 . Pet i t ioner is the Commissioner of Financial I n s t i t u t i o n s of the 
State of Utah and has the du t ies , powers, r igh ts and respons ib i l i t i es as 
provided in T i t l e 7 , Utah Code Annotated (Repi . Vo l . 1C 1982). 
2. Western Heritage T h r i f t and Loan Co., (Western Heritage) is a 
Jtah chartered i ndus t r i a l loan corporation and is subject to the j u r i sd i c t i on 
of the Commissioner of Financial I ns t i t u t i ons of the State of Utah pursuant to 
Section 7-1-501(5) Utah Code Annotated (Repl. Vol . 1C 1CJ82). 
3. Western Heritage's main o f f i ce is located in Salt Lake County, 
Utah. 
4. This Court has j u r i s d i c t i o n of th i s matter pursuant to Section 
7-2-2, Utah Code Annotated (Repl. Vo l . IC 1982). 
5* Pet i t ioner has f i l e d th i s action pursuant to Section 7-2-2, Utah 
Code Annotated (Repl. V o l . IC 1982), to provide the Court wi th supervisory 
j u r i s d i c t i o n to review the actions of the Commissioner and for an Order as 
provided i n Chapter 2 of T i t l e 7, Utah Code Annotated (Repl. Vol . IC 1982), 
author iz ing and d i rec t ing her to take possession of Western Heritage. 
Pe t i t i oner has found, pursuant to Section 7 -2 -1 , Utah Code Annotated (Repl. 
Vo l . IC 1982), tha t : 
(a) Western Heritage is insolvent under the de f in i t i on 
contained in Section 7-1-103(19) Utah Code Annotated ( rep l . Vol. . IC 1982). 
(b) The remedies provided in Section 7-1-307, 7-1-308 and 
7-1-313 Utah Code Annotated (Repl. Vo l . IC 1982) are ine f fec t i ve or 
impracticable to protect the in terests of Western Heri tage's depositors, 
c red i tors and shareholders. 
G. All condit ions precedent uner the law for Pet i t ioner to take 
possession of Western Heritage have been met. 
7 . Pursuant to Section 7-2-7 Utah Code Annotated (Repl. Vol. LC 
1982) the taking of possession of Western Heritage by the Commissioner 
operates as a stay of the commencement or continuation of: 
(a) Any j u d i c i a l , administ rat ive or other proceeding against 
Western Her i tage, inc lud ing service of process; 
(b) Enforcement o f any judgment against Western Heritage; 
(c) Any act to obtain possession of property of or from W 
Heritage; 
(d) Any act to create, per fec t , or enforce any l i e n against 
property of Western Heritage; 
(e) Any act to c o l l e c t , assess, or recover a claim against 
Western Heritage; and 
( f ) The seto f f of any debt owing to Western Heritage against 
any claim against Western Heri tage. 
WHEREFORE, Pet i t ioner prays that th is Court issue i t s Order autor iz ing 
and d i rec t ing Pet i t ioner and her special deputies or agents to take immediate 
possession of Western Heritage T h r i f t and Loan Co, and t a thereupon vest her, 
by operation o f law, wi th t i t l e to and the r i g h t to possession of a l l assets, 
the business and property of said corporation and to proceed to r e h a b i l i t a t e , 
reorganize, l i qu ida te or give e f f e c t to the acquis i t ion o f control o f , the 
merger w i t h , the acquis i t ion of a l l or a port ion of the assets o f , or the 
assumption o f a l l or a port ion o f the l i a b i l i t i e s of Western Heritage in such 
manner as she determines to be in the best i n te res t of i t s depositors, 
c red i t o r s , shareholders and other part ies in i n t e res t , and to do a l l other 
things in connection therewith as may be authorized by law. Pet i t ioner 
fur ther prays for author izat ion to appoint a l i qu ida to r or receiver for 
Western Heritage i f she deems i t to be appropriate to do so, and for a stay of 
proceedings against Western Heritage pursuant to Section 7-2-7 Utah Code 
Annotated (Repl. Vol . 1C 1932). Pet i t ioner fur ther prays for an Order 
requ i r ing a l l persons to immediately turn over to Pet i t ioner a l l property, 
assets or business of Western Heritage in the i r possession. 
DATED this 'Xhl day of September, 1986 
Assistant Attorney General 
FILED IN CLERK'S OfPICt 
S*(t Ufc* City. Utah 
SEP 2 3 1985 
H. Oixon Htndtay. C»rt }rd Ofst Court 
By K M^*»f|ft* 
(i C*pbty C.»ft DAVID L. WILKINSON #3472 
Attorney General 
STEPHEN G. SCHWENDIMAN #2891 
Chief, Assistant Attorney General 
BRYCE H. PET7EY #2593 
Assistant Attorney General 
Tax & Business Regulation Division 
Attorneys for Elaine B. Weis, 
Commissioner of Financial Institutions 
130 State Capitol Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114 
Telephone: (801) 533-5319 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
IN THE MATTER OF THE POSSESSION 
BY THE COMMISSIONER OF FINANCIAL 
INSTITUTIONS OF WESTERN HERITAGE 
THRIFT AND LOAN COMPANY 
ORDER GRANTING POSSESSION 
Civil No. C ?£-7^1 
This matter came on before the Court, ex parte, on the day of 
ige September, 1986, pursuant to the Petition for Possession of Western Herigac 
Thrift and Loan Company ("Western Heritage") by Elaine B. Weis, Commissioner 
of Financial Institutions of the State of Utah, and i t appearing to the Court 
that Pet i t ioner, as the Commissioner of Financial Inst itutions, has, under 
Section 7 -2 -1 , Utah Code Annotated (Repl. Vol. 1C 1982), found that: 
1 Wes+ rn Heritage i s insolvent under the definition contained in 
Section 7-1-103(19) Utah Code Annotated (Repl. Vol. 1C 1982). 
£ " " T A 
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2. The remedies provided in Sections 7-1-307, 7-1-308 and 7-1-313 
Utah Code Annotated (Repl • Vol. 1C 1982} are ineffective or impracticable to 
protect the interests of Western Heritage's depositors, creditors, 
stockholders and other parties in interest* 
And 1t appearing to the Court that the purpose of this proceeding is to 
provide this Court with supervisory jurisdiction to review the actions of the 
Commissioner in accordance with and pursuant to Section 7-2-2, Utah Code 
Annotated (Repl • Vol • 1C 1982); 
And i t appearing to the Court that all otner conditions of law have 
been met: 
HOW THEREFORE, i t is hereby Ordered that: 
1. Elaine B. Weis, Commissioner-of Financial Institutions of the 
State of Utah, and her special deputies or agents are authorized and directed 
to take immediate possession of Western Heritage and thereupon sne is vestea 
by this Order, and by operation of law, with t i t l e to and tne right to 
possession of all assets, the business and property of said corporation. 
2. Elaine B. Weis, Corrroissioner of Financial Institutions of the 
State of Utah, and her special deputies or agents are authorized and directed 
to rehabilitate, reorganize, liquidate, or give effect to the acquisition of 
control of, the merger with, the acquisition of all or a portion of the assets 
of# or the assumption of all or a portion of the l iabi l i t ies of Western 
Heritage, and to do all other things in connection therewith as may be 
authorized by law. 
3. Elaine B. Weis, Commissioner of Financial Institutions of the 
State of Utah, i s authorized to appoint a liquidator or receiver of Western 
Heritage 1f she deems i t appropriate to do so, 
4. All persons are ordered and directed to iim>ediately turn over to 
the Commissioner all of the assets, property and business of Western Heritage 
of any nature whatsoever in their possession or under their control. 
5. This Order shall operate as a stay of the commencement or 
continuation of: 
(a) Any judicial , administrative or other proceeding against 
Western Heritage, including service or process; 
(b) Enforcement of any judgment against Western Heritage: 
(c) Any act to obtain possession of property of or from Western 
Heritage; 
(d) Any act to create, perfect, or enforce any lien against 
property of Western Heritage; 
(e) Any act to collect, assess, or recover a claim against 
Western Heritage; and 
(f) The setoff of any debt owing-to Western Heritage against 
any claim against Western Heritage. 
MADE AHD ENTERED this '3*xXday of September, 1985 
loVHVt OF SALT LU*> U . - . ^ o*T*!CT 
ATTEST 
H. DIXON HINDLEY 
CLERK 
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KENT L. BROWN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
ELAINE B. WEISS, Utah Commissioner 





C a s e N o . l ^ ^ f 
Kent L. Brown petitions the Court as follows: 
1. This action is brought pursuant to the provisions of the 
Financial Institutions Act of 1981, as amended, as set forth at § 
7-1-714 of the Utah Code Annotated, 1953, as amended, in that 
Petitioner seeks judicial review by the Court of an order, 
decision, ruling and other act by the Commissioner of Financial 
Institutions under Title 7. 
2. Kent L. Brown is a resident of Salt Lake County, Utah, 
who was, prior to September 23, 1986, a majority shareholder in 
Western Heritage Thrift & Loan Company. 
3. On or about September 23, 1986, Elaine B. Weiss, as the 
duly appointed and acting Commissioner of Financial Institutions, 
acted by order, decision, ruling or otherwise to take possession 
Exhibit 10 
of Western Heritage Thrift & Loan Company, effectively denying 
Petitioner his ownership interest therein. 
4. The action by Commissioner Weiss was arbitrary, 
capricious, an abuse of discretion, and otherwise contrary to 
law. 
WHEREFORE, Petitioner seeks review by the Court of the 
Commissioner's actions, and the entry of appropriate orders 
reversing, setting aside, or appropriately modifying the action, 
decision, ruling, or order of Commissioner Weiss. 
DATED this ^I day of October, 1986. 
^^/ 'O JMS') ^ 
Michael J. Wilkins 
Larsen & Wilkins 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
Petitioner' s address: 
9383 South 700 East 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
KENT L BROWN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
ELAINE B. WEIS, UTAH COMMISSIONER 




ORDER OF DISMISSAL 
WITH PREJUDICE 
Civil No. C86-8004 
Judge David S. Young 
The "Motion to Dismiss" of-George Sutton, as Commissioner of 
Financial Institutions of the State of Utah ("Commissioner Sutton"), and as 
Commissioner of Financial Institutions of the State of Utah in possession of 
Western Heritage Thrift and Loan Co. ("Western Heritage") in proceedings styled In 
the Matter of the Possession by the Commissioner of Financial Institutions of 
Western Heritage Thrift and Loan Company Civ. No. C86-7253 (Third Judicial Dis-
trict Court in and for Salt Lake County, State of Utah) ("Western Heritage'! and as 
successor to Elaine B. Weis as Commissioner of Financial Institutions, was called 
for hearing at the appointed time on Monday, August 8. 1988. Petitioner Kent L. 
Brown ("Brown") was represented by Michael J. Wilkins. Esq., of TIBBALS. 
HOWELL & MOXLEY. The Commissioner was represented by Bryce H. Pettey, 
Assistant Attorney General. With Mr. Pettey were Gregory J. Sanders, Esq., of 
KIPP & CHRISTIAN, and Denton M. Hatch, Esq., of CHRISTENSEN, JENSEN & 
POWELL 
The Court, having considered the pleadings and memoranaa filec by 
the parties and the arguments at hearing, and considering itself well-advised in the 
premises, hereby enters the following: 
MEMORANDUM OPINION 
The sta-tutes that are applicable in determining issues in these 
proceedings are the statutes that were in force and effect on the date the alleged 
cause(s) of action arose. As the Commissioner's determination and order to take 
possession of Western Heritage were made on or about September 22, 1986. the 
statutes that were in force and effect on that date control the substance of these 
proceedings. 
In determining to take possession of Western Heritage, Commissioner 
Weis made a decision and entered an order which is subject to review by the 
appropriate court under Title 7, Utah Code Ann. 
While general decisions and orders of the Commissioner are subject 
to review by the appropriate court under Utah Code Ann. § 7-1-708(1) (1981), the 
Legislature provided that when the Commissioner takes possession of a financial 
institution or other person subject to the jurisdiction of the Department, any person 
considering itself aggrieved by such taking must seek review of the appropriate 
i\(\rtoti 
court under the provisions of Utah Code Ann § 7-2-3(1) (Supp 1986) under tne 
well-known tenet of statutory construction that the specific provision takes 
precedence over the general provision 
Utah Code Ann § 7-2-3(1) (Supp. 1986) provides that any person 
considering itself aggrieved by the taking of possession of a financial institution 
must apply to the court to enjoin further actions of the Commissioner within ten 
(10) days of the Commissioner s taking of possession 
Tne word "person", as used in Utah Code Ann § 7-2-3(1) (Supp. 
1986), includes 'individuals". See Utah Code Ann § 7-1-103(21) (Sucp 1988) 
The Legislature reduced the time for applying for injuctive relief from 
the Court under Utah Code Ann § 7-2-3(1) (Supp. 1986) from thirty (30) days to 
ten (10) days to allow the Commissioner to act with certainty more qu-ckly after 
taking possession of an institution in preparing a plan of reorganization, 
rehabilitation or liquidation of the institution; time is of essence in ciesi.ng witn 
closed financial institutions, and each day a financial institution remains closea its 
value lessens and the chances of depositors and other creditors of receiving full 
payment of deposits or billings, so reducing the time for applying for relief unaer 
Utah Code Ann § 7-2-3(1) (Supp. 1986) allows the Commissioner to enact a plan 
after ten (10) days have passed after the taking of possession by the 
Commissioner if no application to the court has been made, with the Commissioner 
knowing that future challenges are barred from being prosecuted. The time 
limitation within Utah Code Ann § 7-2-3(1) (Supp. 1986) is jurisdiction-
As this action was not commenced until twenty-nine (29) days after 
the Commissioner took possession of Western Heritage, the action must be 
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dismissed for lack of jurisdiction over the subject matter and for lack of jurisdiction 
over the Commissioner. 
The only remedy available to this Court under Utah Code Ann. § 7 - 2 -
3(1) (Supp. 1986) is to order the Commissioner to surrender possession of the 
institution back to the owners. Brown, as one of the owners, does not seek 
through this action to have Western Heritage returned to his possession, but 
seeks other remedies. As no other remedies are available to the Court under Utah 
Code Ann. § 7-2-3(1) (Supp. 1986), the action must be dismissed. 
Even if the proper statutory authority for bringing tnis action were 
Utah Code Ann. § 7 -1 -714 (1981), as Brown contends, the standard oi review of 
the Commissioner's order is identical to that found in Utah Code Ann. § 7-2-3(1) 
(Supp. 1986), and the remedy is also the same — the voiding oi the 
Commissioner's order, which would result in Western Heritage being returned to 
the possession of Brown and the other owners. As Brown does not seek the 
return to his possession of Western Heritage, but seeks other relief which this 
Court is not empowered to grant under Utah Code Ann. § 7 -1-714 (1981), this 
action must be dismissed. 
ORDER 
The motion of the Commissioner to dismiss with prejudice is granted. 
' V ^ DATED this ^ ^ day of 3 c j;6v.»(,u.v. 1988. l^C ; ; ^ V . . / , u _ v , 
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